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ABSTRACT
Community of practice provided the theoretical frame to study the Old Bedford Village
crafts persons as they reproduced lifestyles of a Southern Alleghenies rural village from 200 to
300 years ago in early America. This study sought the ‘how’ and ‘why’ Old Bedford Village
crafts persons engaged in learning processes as traditional knowledge and tools disappeared with
time. The overall practiced craft from this community of practice consisted of historical
reenactments using the traditional trades and tasks as mediums to explain these former lifestyles.
Learning processes were examined to generate data from four areas: 1) skills development from
participation in practiced activities and reification indicators, 2) informal learning practices and
outcomes, 3) the importance of tools, machines, and resources, and 4) local voices to carry out
opportunities for cultural heritage preservation.
Conventional ethnography permitted engagement in hands-on activities and allowed for
the observations of activities and craft-related processes. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with 17 Village crafts persons. Old Bedford Village archives and newspaper articles
supplied secondary data source information. QSR International’s NVivo 9 qualitative data
analysis software was used to analyze data from interview transcripts and observation field notes.
Findings held mixed support for the community of practice concepts. Data patterns and generated
themes addressed this study’s research questions. Implications provided insights for communities
of practice ahistorical limits, power and boundary management, including expanded informal
learning opportunities, and opportunities for learning in changing and evolving cultures and
societies.
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PREFACE

Disquieting Time Passages: Personal Journey
My rural family heritage and the changes that I experienced over time, from observations
and family narratives told by the older generations to the younger members, inspired this study. I
recall growing up with frequent visits to my grandparents’ dairy farms among the rural foothills
and valleys of Bedford County, Pennsylvania. I witnessed the harmonic cycles of nature year
after year. Spring times brought the season of life regenerating. Farmers engaged in seed sowing
and crop planting. Baby animals were born on the farms. Summers brought hot, humid days to
our region of Pennsylvania. Men and women performed much of the heavy and laborious outdoor
tasks either in the cool of the early mornings or later in the evenings. Autumns brought harvest
times, food preservations, and woodcutting for winter fires. The winter snows kept outdoor
activities to a minimum. Sewing, cooking, and keeping up with general farm activities dominated
rural folks’ time.
I concluded long ago that, more or less, similar cycles applied to people and the roles we
lived and carried out in our communities. We come into this world at birth, live life through our
daily activities, positions, and services, and then, pass on with hopes that our life held meaning
for others and ourselves. From among the products of my lifetime labors, I hope to produce
artifacts that provide some purpose and meaning for others.
The generational transfer of knowledge influenced lifestyles over the past forty-plus
years in my small rural, agricultural home community. Drawing on my memories of family
experiences, certain knowledge and traditional practices have begun to fade from the community.
For instance, family narratives spoke of the early 1900s when rural farmwomen and children
milked dairy cows by hand. My parents and grandparents sat on milk stools and used wooden
milk pails and metal cans to store the raw milk. The women of my family recollected the old
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methods of hand-churning butter from milk cream, saving the buttermilk, and making various
cheeses on the farms. Often these dairy foods went directly into their daily cooking and onto the
dinner tables. Sometimes the women sold the extra milk and dairy foods to neighbors or to the
local market as added sources of income.
Women, and children, also performed seasonal gardening. As with the dairy foods, the
women oversaw the tending of the vegetable garden (Figure P-1). Harvesting their own grown
vegetables contributed to the families’ meals and again, income. The surplus vegetable foods
were sold to neighbors, local market, and vendors. Family stories told of these vendors buying
their farm produce and taking the foods into the towns of Altoona, Bedford, and Johnstown to
sell.

Figure P-1: Grandma Sarah C. Fickes and her vegetable garden at the family home farm.

After children finished their morning chores, they often walked great distances to a rural country,
one-room schoolhouse (Figure P-2).
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Figure P-2: Grandma Lula G. Berkey (second row, second left, dark dress), peers, and teacher.

Men would often tell of working the topsoil in the fields with horse-drawn, wooden handled
plows with metal plowshares. In Figure P-3, my Fickes ancestor and her young family

Figure P-3: Austin and Virgie (Fickes) Corle, their children, horses and hunting dogs.
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paused one day on the dirt road between the family farms with their field horses and hunting dogs
for a photo. The leather strips and netting draped over the horses’ backs helped to keep flies and
other insects off the animals and as a result, reduced insect bites and related infections.
Men and the older boys generally performed manual work, such as working the fields,
sawing timber and cutting wood, and the heavier farm work. Wooden handled axes, two-handled
saws, machetes, and iron wedges existed as the most up-to-date equipment in the early 1900s
(Figure P-4).

Figure P-4: Grandfathers Harry G. Fickes (front, second left) and Michael H. Berkey (back,
fourth right) wood cutting with neighbors.

My male family member ancestors also engaged in hunting and fishing not so much for sport, but
instead to supplement the family meals with wild game meat.
Family members, friends and neighbors carried out larger complex tasks in groups to ease
the burden of the workloads. Communal tasks included maple syrup boiling, making sweet apple
cider and creamy apple butter, animal butchering and related meat processing, hay and field crop
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harvesting, barn raisings and sometimes quilting. Not all gatherings focused on work. Some
social gatherings celebrated the spirit of the rural community at holidays and special events with
picnics and small festivals. These accounts, among numerous others shared by my family
narratives illustrated a traditional, rural lifestyle no longer commonly practiced in Bedford
County.
Not many individuals today would be able to explain the methods of practicing these and
other once common techniques found in the farming community of a hundred years ago. Indeed,
the tools and machines used for these and other traditional practices have disappeared from the
markets. For instance, when was the last time you noticed a rag rug weaving loom for sale at a
major department store or even at a neighborhood hardware store? What of an anvil? Or a treadle
grindstone to sharpen knives and axes, a wooden paddle to stir a kettle of boiling apple butter, a
wooden hay rake, authentic broom making equipment, or even a complete lard and sausage press?
These artifacts are disappearing with the passage of time. Many of these types of artifacts
can be found at museums and/or antique shops. Occasionally, a rare item may appear for sale at
estate farm auctions. As rural cultural artifacts vanish, knowledge diminishes regarding these
aspects. Overall, these examples reflected the reasons why I sought to perform this study. I
selected the reproduced rural Old Bedford Village. The crafts persons practiced traditional ways
of life. I hoped to acquire a sense of the crafts persons’ perspectives as they demonstrated and
interpreted their works and to document methods of their learning processes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This study examined how Old Bedford Village crafts persons functioned as a community
of practice by preserving the former indigenous rural culture through their unique craft. Their
overall craft included historical reenactments using traditional trades and tasks as mediums to
explain life in Southern Alleghenies 200 to 300 years ago. The problem of lost bodies of
knowledge exists in the Southern Alleghenies region of Pennsylvania, as it does in other regions
(see Hufford, 1994). Elder generations pass away. Decades of social and economic change cause
barriers for individuals expressing interest in learning prior heritage characteristics and
viewpoints. Without preservation of working knowledge, untold numbers of rural cultural
methods and traditional crafts disappear. The threat of losing working knowledge is grounded in
the cultural conservation literature.
According to Hufford (1994), cultural conservation stem from various backgrounds and
“include folklorists, anthropologists, archaeologists, historic preservationists, environmental
planners, and scientists engaged in cultural conservation activities” (p. 4). Missions of cultural
conservation professionals seek to learn the holistic nature of mannerisms and resources used in
life (Hufford, 1994). In turn, gained knowledge can be useful for local residents striving to adjust
to the changing times by learning how to live in a culture that is becoming more diversified
(Hufford, 1994).
This study, encouraged by this cultural conservation theme, focused on the practiced
traditional crafts set in the context of the reproduced 18th and 19th century village, Old Bedford
Village and the related learning opportunities. Community of practice provided the frame for this
study to address how and why the Old Bedford Village crafts persons learned their skills,
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knowledge, and concepts necessary for making the various crafts and for teaching others.
Moreover, this study sought meaning in why Old Bedford Village crafts persons preserved these
craft traditions.
Following Hufford’s (1994) perspective of conservation and preservation, ethnography
was applied in the field to understand the study participants’ (i.e., 17 Old Bedford Village crafts
persons) tasks and perceptions. Ethnography supplied this study with a rubric of participant
observations and interviews, supplemented with audio recordings and photography. In sum, this
study’s findings provided a basis for future educational and cultural conservation works.

Problem Statement and Purpose
Hufford (1994) advocated the study of cultural conservation as significant for the
application of research. She argued that such research be applied “in the service of groups not
served by the dominant culture in order to shape and sustain a culturally pluralistic society”
(Hufford, 1994, p. 4). Community of practice existed as the theoretical tool to advance similar
advocacy in this study. Community members have knowledge and their participation in
community activities established processes to continue learning matters of interest (see Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). Through community of practice, individuals held the means to
shape and sustain a preferred lifestyle.
This reasoning appeared to be applicable for the crafts persons of Old Bedford Village.
Drawing on this researcher’s first-hand knowledge and observations, the once familiar lifestyles
of Bedford County rural communities were disappearing in the passage of time. Fewer
individuals throughout Southern Alleghenies elected to learn traditional crafts once practiced on
rural homesteads and family farms. Even if people possess the desire to learn, they faced the
challenges of obtaining the resources, including tools, machines, and the fabrication materials for
craft making. These required resource artifacts have either: 1) broken and were discarded over
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time by their owners, 2) been acquired by and displayed in museums, 3) hoarded in private
collections, or 4) simply left forgotten in old sheds, barns, and attics. Additionally, there existed
the question of learning the processes to practice crafts. How and from whom would the novice
learn?
This study responded to the problem of how and why Old Bedford Village crafts persons
learned and taught their unique talents. In addition to addressing the problem, this study’s purpose
was to generated and described new data from four specific areas: 1) skills development from
participation in practiced activities and reification indicators, 2) informal learning practices and
outcomes, 3) the importance of tools, machines, and resources, and 4) local voices to promote
opportunities for cultural heritage.

Theoretical Frame Selection and Research Questions
Community of practice consisted of interactional networks whose members were bonded
by a shared activity of interest that promoted learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In other words,
for this study, communities of practice acted as mediums for which a unified collective, due to a
concern or a passion, learned and developed skills individually and/or as a cohort, while the
individuals advanced in participation or achieved full, core community membership.
Wenger (2001) proposed four reasons for the usefulness of community of practice:
1) the setting existed as the focal point for members to acquire, interpret, and share
knowledge;
2) individuals’ knowledge was shared directly from themselves to others;
3) individuals acted as information agents competent in their fields; and
4) the context of the setting provided identity to members (see Wenger, 1991, p. 5).
The reasons why I selected and used community of practice in this study corresponded to
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Wenger’s (2001) usefulness outline. First, a community of practice frame provided a suitable
context for this study at Old Bedford Village, from the rural setting and the collective of crafts
persons, to view learning processes and interactions and developing identities. In other words, I
would need use of community of practice’s elements: domain, community, and practice, and
situated learning to understand the overall study site. Second, a community of practice frame
provided a method to understand how crafts persons learned and developed their skills from their
relationships, their practice resources and reification processes. I would need community of
practice’s legitimate peripheral participation and fundamental learning dualities to examine these
processes. The third reason why I selected a community of practice frame was because it
furnished a means to understand the crafts persons’ view of their identities and roles. For
instance, the community of practice’s legitimate peripheral participation characteristics of
membership and participation trajectory would guide the examination of how the crafts persons
became members, at the varying degrees of participation, and their roles that they played within
Old Bedford Village.
These reasons formed the basis by which the following research questions emerged:
1) In what ways did Old Bedford Village crafts persons meet the criteria of a community
of practice?
a) How did the crafts persons see themselves fitting into the community of practice?
b) How have the crafts persons seen themselves change over time?
2) How did Old Bedford Village crafts persons learn their crafts?
a) How did the crafts persons obtain their traditional tools, machines, and other
related resources?
3) Why did individual crafts persons learn their particular craft?
a) Why were these craft making practices deemed important by the crafts persons?
4) How did the crafts persons understand their roles of interpreters / teachers?
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Significance
This study examined Old Bedford Village crafts persons, in their reproduced Village, as a
community of practice reflective of one from over 200 years ago to fill voids. Intellectual and
academic voids exist in what we know today about the daily rural community life once lived 50
to 100 years ago and the associated learning processes. Indeed, earlier research (Timberlake,
1985) expressed the need of preserving and contributing to similar knowledge.
Timberlake (1985) conducted her doctoral study on rural American crafts persons living
in a Swedish-American community in Kansas. Her research specifically explored adult education,
leisure time, and handcraft activities. She found that little research existed featuring the meaning
of craft making for the nonprofessional artisan.
Timberlake (1985) wanted to provide a snapshot of a small rural town and particularly,
the community’s crafts persons. Her major findings suggested that the Kansas community’s crafts
persons maintained their own community identity by emphasizing their Swedish background and
carrying on the traditional arts and crafts production, and found that craft fabrications help
maintain their individual, family, and community relationships (Timberlake, 1985).
Overall, Timberlake’s (1985) research provided groundwork for additional studies into
the topics of rural communities, crafts persons, and learning methods. My study will add to
Timberlake’s (1985) findings. For instance, this study examined and described the informal
learning methods practiced, a topic not strongly featured in Timberlake’s (1985) study. This study
explored the origins of the Old Bedford Village crafters’ tools, machines, and other related
equipment and resources given their increasing scarcity. The study sought to determine any
benefits of the Old Bedford Village crafts persons’ work for themselves and/or for the good of the
Village.
In sum, these crafts, tools and machines, and the crafts persons that carry on and
reproduce the traditions of the past provided learning opportunities and resources for: 1) visitors,
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2) tourist information for planning professionals concerning economic purposes for community
development, and 3) for academia and communities of practice concerning learning and skill
development.

Defining Terms and Concepts
Community … interactional networks that originated from purposeful coordinating and planning,
and integrations of various activities, and offered a sense of belonging and identity (see
Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).
Community of practice … an interactional network of individuals engaging in and sharing
common aspirations (see Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).
Culture … a social phenomenon that guides lives and lifestyles, bonds us and gives us an
identity, and acts as an ever-constant medium in a human community across time
(see Hufford, 1994).
Gemeinschaft … interactions among individuals on personal, one-to-one, levels/relationships
(see Schmalenbach, 1961; Toennies, 1957; Toennies, 1963).
Gesellschaft … interactions among individuals with impersonal levels/relationships (see
Toennies, 1963).

Organization of Study
Chapter 2, Literature and Theoretical Frame, reviewed community of practice, situated
learning, and legitimate peripheral participation, and negotiation of meaning, with the participant
and reification duality, as well as the dualities of designed and emergent, local and global, and
identification and negotiability, as the framework that guided this study. Chapter 3, Research
Methods, contained a description of ethnography, participant observation and interview methods
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employed in the field, and the qualitative data analyses. Chapter 4, Community of Practice
Context: The Crafts Persons, introduced the study participants and provided a brief profile on
each. Chapter 5, Findings, presented general findings and themes that emerged from data patterns
during the analyses. Chapter 6, Conclusions and Implications, summed this research project, and
presented conclusions and implications for future investigation, and created an overall
ethnographic picture of Old Bedford Village activities.

Chapter 2

Literature and Theoretical Frame
Introduction
Community of practice and related concepts comprised much of the discourse and the
theoretical frame for this study. Chapter content examined community of practice in detail
beginning with the origins, definition and descriptions. I reviewed and discussed the overall
structure of the community of practice model, which included domain, community, and practice. I
presented Wenger’s (1998) indicators for determining the presence of community of practice.
These indicators were followed by the characteristics that make communities of practice different
from other organizations using Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder’s (2002) criteria.
In addition, I examined the particular aspects of community of practice that prove
relevant to this study such as situated learning and legitimate peripheral participation. Negotiation
of meaning, consisting of participation and reification duality, was a significant aspect of
community of practice. Negotiation of meaning contributed to learning and skill development of
individuals associated at the peripheral as well as to the development of full members of a
community of practice. I reviewed three other community of practice dualities as identified by
Wenger (1998) that lend relevance to this study: 1) designed and emergent, 2) local and global,
and 3) identification and negotiability. To be aware of possible weaknesses of the community of
practice concept, I noted three critiques taken into consideration during my study.

Community of Practice: Origins and Definition
Lave and Wenger (1991) first identified the notion of community of practice from their
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ethnographic study that examined the aspects of craft tailor apprenticeships in Liberia, West
Africa. They discovered interactional networks emerging from apprentices who were learning
trades from master crafts persons. The apprentices developed relationships among themselves that
further provided a sense of solidarity in their educational, vocational endeavors. Lave and
Wenger (1991) proposed the following definition:
A community of practice is a set of relations among persons, activity, and world,
over time and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of
practice. (p. 98)
Wenger (1998) further defined community of practice as ubiquitous and that we all belong to
more than one to some degree of participation. In the passing decades since Lave and Wenger
produced the community of practice paradigm, others sought to explore and develop the concept.
I reviewed such literature in the following pages to describe the depth of community of practice
and the model’s features, characteristics, and produced outcomes for relevancy to my study.
Lave and Wenger (1991) described community of practice as an activity system in which
members engaged in common activities and shared information and meanings. This approach
focused on knowledge and meaning generation from activities. Other literature similarly featured
activity in describing the concept. For example, Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002, p. 4)
summarized community of practice as “groups of people who share a concern, set of problems,
passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting
on an ongoing basis.” Clancey (1995) suggested that communities of practice were any groups of
people who worked (i.e., practiced) together to achieve a common goal. Clancey (1995) added
that community of practice helped explain a person’s knowledge, reasons of behavior, and tools
used. Specifically, he claimed, “knowledge is ability to participate; learning is becoming a
member; and tools facilitate interactions” (Clancey, 1995, p. 4). Roth’s (1996) interpretation of
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community of practice promoted the characteristics of a group’s common theme or common
task(s) that caused members to interact and championed commonly shared practices, traditions,
and/or culture.
Community of practice size eventually rose to become a matter of discussion. Riel (1998)
described community of practice size as not measurable in terms of number of members and
geographic shape. Community of practice can have many or few members and have boundaries
that cover the size of a room or great space and distance (Riel, 1998). Wenger (1998) believed
that community of practice can be informal and dynamic to change over time. Even more,
Wenger (1998) proposed that communities of practice can become important entities in a
person’s life and that individuals can belong to more than one community of practice at a time.

Community of Practice Model
The structural model of a community of practice included: 1) a domain, 2) a community,
and 3) a practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Domain
A domain consisted of a shared identity and commitment of a cohort regarding topics of interest
(Wenger, 2007). The domain is comprised of shared interests and membership knowledge
(Wenger, 2001; 2007). Membership knowledge can include: 1) experiences and methods, 2) tool
creation and usage, and 3) information and stories (Wenger, 2007).These factors distinguished
this cohort from other groups. On a daily basis, Old Bedford Village crafts persons shared their
wealth of stories, information, and experiences and employed their craft methods, including tool
creation and use.
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Community
Community consisted of interactions and relationships (Wenger, 2007; Wenger, McDermott, &
Snyder, 2002) and acted as the creator of the social fabric of learning (Wenger, McDermott, &
Snyder, 2002). Serrat (2008) considered community as “a group of professionals, informally
bound to one another through exposure to a common class of problems, common pursuit of
solutions, and thereby, themselves embodying a store of knowledge” (p. 266). The term
‘professionals’ can be loosely applied to communities of practice, however. For instance, drawing
from literature (see Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002), not all
members needed to be professionals. Some members can be newcomers to the community, poised
at the fringe of legitimate peripheral participation. These new members were just beginning to
learn a community’s activity. At Old Bedford Village, community members consisted of the
novice to the seasoned master who had been affiliated with the living history museum for
decades; likewise practiced skills range from novice to expert.

Practice
Practice constituted the application of knowledge, individual or shared. “Practice is a set of
frameworks, ideas, tools, information, styles, language, stories, and documents that community
members share” (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002, p. 29). Individual and community
learning occurred through sociocultural activities (Rogoff, 1995). Crafts reflected individuals’ ties
and bonds with one another in the present and to those who lived in the past (Katter, 1995; Staub,
1988). Wenger (1998) argued that practice was socially based and concerned activities engaging
in a “historical and social context that [gave] structure and meaning to what we do” (p. 47). As
noted early in this chapter, Old Bedford Village crafts persons worked and learned together to
reenact and interpret trades and tasks of early American lifestyles. These commitments birthed
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communal bonds and provided purposeful meaning for the individuals. Sentiments of a family
atmosphere emerged among the crafts persons.
These three community of practice elements: domain, community, and practice,
contributed to learning processes. For example, through participation in a community of practice,
a new or old member developed “an awareness of that community’s practice and thus [came] to
understand and engage with (or adapt and transform) various tools, language role-definitions and
other explicit artifacts as well as various implicit relations, tacit conventions, and underlying
assumptions and values” (Handley et al., 2006, p. 645). Community members learned from one
another, within a domain, through practiced activities.

Practice: Coherence of a Community
Wenger (1998) proposed a tool to assess the overall function of community of practice by
examining three coherence dimensions: 1) joint enterprise, 2) mutual engagement, and 3) a shared
repertoire. Drawing on Wenger’s (1998) work, a joint enterprise was considered the common
activity or item(s) produced. Joint enterprise comprised the community of practice’s purpose for
existing (Wenger, 1998). I used Old Bedford Village here as the example to further describe joint
enterprise, as well as mutual engagement and shared repertoire. At the Village, the joint
enterprise constituted the learning processes and the craft fabrications. Mutual engagement
represented the mindset of the members’ commitment to and engagement in the joint enterprise
such that the activity held meaning for them. For instance, mutual engagement illustrated how the
community of practice functioned (Wenger, 1998). At the Village, mutual engagement was
represented by the crafts persons working to keep history alive through their efforts of historic
interpretations and teachings. Shared repertoire included the common set of resources, such as
tools, language and/or grammar, and methods. Shared repertoire indicated what the community of
practice was capable of producing (Wenger, 1998). Village shared repertoire included the
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traditional tools and equipment, attire and dress style, practiced methods of craft making, and
related terminology. These three dimensions of community of practice coherence required
indicators to warrant presence of the phenomenon. Wenger (1998) sought and found 14 common
indicators to detect the presence of the phenomenon (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1
Indicators of Community of Practice
______________________________________________________________________________
Community of Practice Indicators:
______________________________________________________________________________
1) sustained mutual relationships – harmonious or conflictual
2) shared ways of engaging in doing things together
3) the rapid flow of information and propagation of innovation
4) absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and interactions were
merely the continuation of an ongoing process
5) very quick setup of a problem to be discussed
6) substantial overlap in participants’ descriptions of who belongs
7) knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can contribute
8) mutually defining identities
9) the ability to assess the appropriateness of actions and products
10) specific tools, representations, and other artifacts
11) local lore, shared stories, inside jobs, knowing laughter
12) jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the case of producing new ones
13) certain styles recognized as displaying membership
14) a shared discourse reflecting a certain perspective on the world.
______________________________________________________________________________
Note: Indicators drawn from Wenger, 1998, pp. 125-126.
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Wenger’s (1998) indicators were not without exceptions. For instance, Wenger (1998)
noted three exempting aspects. The first stated that it “is not necessary that all participants
interact intensely with everyone or know each other very well…” (Wenger, 1998, p. 126). There
could exist infrequent or distant interactions, as well as limited interpersonal knowledge of one
another while still maintaining a community of practice. Second, it “is not necessary that
everything participants do be accountable to a joint enterprise, or that everyone be able to assess
the appropriateness of everyone’s actions or behavior” (Wenger, 1998, p. 126). Individuals are
not obligated to remain in the community if they prefer to leave. However, should the desire to
remain exist, a commitment to a common practice tended to bond the individuals within the
community. Third, it “is not necessary that a repertoire be completely locally produced” (Wenger,
1998, p. 126). Materials and resources can be brought into the community of practice to fulfill
needs for convenience.
Community of practice’s three dimensions of coherence and the 14 indicators gave rise to
structural characteristics. Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) identified and examined these
specific structural characteristics below.

Structural Characteristics of Community of Practice
While comparing community of practice with structures of other organizations, Wenger,
McDermott, and Snyder (2002) found five distinct characteristics. The first characteristic
centered on the nature of purpose. Generally, organizations promoted products or services as their
purpose or mission. Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) discovered that communities of
practice had purposes aimed at developing the individual’s identity and promoting knowledge.
Drawing on the work of Sfard and Prusak (2005) regarding identity, learning, and culturally
shaped activities, identity developed in part from learning and activities engaged, such as from
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applied craft skills. Wenger (1998) contended that experiences from engagement shaped one’s
identity. In this study, I looked at learning and skill development to address my research
questions. The individual’s skills and talents honed with the accumulation of learned knowledge
and experiences. At Old Bedford Village crafts persons encouraged learning by providing various
types of educational opportunities for visitors to engage.
A second community of practice characteristic documented by Wenger, McDermott, and
Snyder (2002) featured the selection or participation of the members. Within general
organizations, often management and/or administrators selected and assigned positions to their
staff. Within communities of practice, members volunteered, or self-selected, for projects or
tasks. Communities of practice members drew upon their confidence, comfort level, and level of
expertise when undertaking a responsibility. Village crafts persons often volunteered themselves
as a type of ‘best person for the job’ canon among themselves.
Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) examined communities of practice versus
organization boundaries as a third distinguishing characteristic. Within a typical formal
organization, there existed identifiable offices, departments, project operational teams, subdivisions, and the like. Communities of practice generally had a more blurred division in
boundaries. Indeed, as I noted Riel’s (1998) description of community of practice earlier,
boundaries really cannot be established due to dynamic member participation and lack of a
defined, fixed physical space. Further, as Wenger (1998) acknowledged, members can belong to
more than one community of practice. Communities of practice can lack clear boundaries
compared to an organization.
The nature of solidarity differed between a community of practice and an organization
(Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). This fourth characteristic focused on the reasons
members held for ‘belonging.’ Within an organization, project group members were ‘held
together’ by their assignments resulting from a project goal. The interactions among the group
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were often impersonal representative of a Gesellschaft classification (Toennies, 1963). Within a
community of practice, a project goal may play a factor in member solidarity, however, deeper
persist the individual passions, commitments, and expertise of the individual members. These
elements touched upon the Gemeinschaft perspective where the interactions among individuals
were based on personal, one-to-one relationships (Schmalenbach, 1961; Toennies, 1957;
Toennies, 1963). Old Bedford Village crafts person related such a shared intimate, commitment.
According to Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002), the fifth distinguishing
characteristic concerned the endurance or existence of the group. With respect to organizations,
clear lengths of time existed for projects and even the organization itself. There were definitive
start and end dates. Communities of practice were based on the individuals’ passions for
exchanging knowledge and rallying around an idea or concept. For example, it is difficult to
pinpoint the exact moment when a sense of community of practice officially begins at the
individual level. Communities of practice seemed to be ongoing. Communities of practice
existed “as long as people keep in touch or remember each other” (Wenger, McDermott, &
Snyder, 2002, p. 42). This phenomenon suggested Gemeinschaft emerged from community and
remained with individuals and contributed to who they become as persons in society and their ties
and bonds to one another. The aspiration among Old Bedford Village crafts persons was to
continue onward with their historic and craft endeavors.

Community of Practice Outcomes
Communities of practice outcomes existed at the individual and community levels.
Drawing on the works of Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) and Fontaine and Millen
(2004), the individual and community outcomes proved beneficial in terms of learning. Again,
drawing on the educational mission of the Old Bedford Village, learning posited potential growth
opportunities of its own members and visitors.
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Individual outcomes resulted from: 1) short-term, 2) mid-term, and 3) long-term effects
of community of practice engagements. An individual member experienced some amount of new
knowledge in the short-term, from shared interactions and activities. As the individual member
advanced, the mid-term effect of knowledge transfer occurred. In other words, an individual can
successfully apply the gained knowledge to a task and practice the learned skill. The long-term
effects instilled lasting sentiments for the individual member. Personal bonds formed between the
individual member and the others in the community. Gemeinschaft emerged. Individual identity,
including one’s skills, developed as well as a growing sense of belonging to the community.
Outcomes at the community level tended to produce four effects: 1) knowledge base
development, 2) process methods, 3) innovation, and 4) cultural context background. First,
community of practice benefited as a collective when individuals shared knowledge. Second,
process methods existed and were subject for enhancement within the community of practice.
Even if a member departed a community, some degree of the overall process method remained
for others to continue practicing. Third, the community of practice benefited as a whole through
innovation. This effect relates back to the notion of enhancing others’ process methods or
experimenting, through trial and error, new techniques for improvement and/or for overcoming
challenging problem situations. Fourth, cultural context development benefited a community of
practice as trust and collaboration increase. Cultural changes occurred as members introduced
new knowledge. The resulting increases in networking produced new learning sources.

Importance of Community of Practice
Communities of practice can be explored from the approaches of: 1) why they are
important; 2) how they enhance the sharing of knowledge and learning; and 3) how they are
sustained over time. Researchers at the World Bank (2009) suggested observations to address
these approaches. First, the World Bank researchers (2009) suggested that communities of
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practice may be viewed as “the heart and soul of knowledge sharing in the organization due to the
wealth of experiences, insights, and perspectives – the social and organizational capital” (p. 4).
This observation indicated that experienced key members of the community can act quickly, with
appropriate dialogue, and influence outcomes by sharing their knowledge. The second approach
followed on the reason of importance. Specifically, when communities of practice involved their
members “from different disciplines and geographic areas, they multiply knowledge flows,
address knowledge gaps, and foster knowledge partnerships” (World Bank, 2009, p. 5). Their
reasoning suggested that significance of diversity in the workplace tended to solve problems from
various perspectives and individual backgrounds. Such communities of practice spawn a
continuous learning environment. The third observation, pertaining to sustainability, proved a bit
difficult to address because of the diversity of communities of practice. “Communities of practice
do not have a specific life span. Some fizzle out due to apathy and inactivity. Others become
stronger” (World Bank, 2009, p. 8). By this, the World Bank (2009) implied that members,
resources, shared focus of concern, and knowledge transfer sustained the communities of practice
over time in part from the quality and durability generated. Wenger (2001) commented that the
communities of practice’s sustainability can be measured by the value they provided to their
members and not so much by an organization’s schedule.

Importance for Economic Development
Brennan (2005) suggested the promotion of local culture held potential for community and
economic development. Overall, Pennsylvania holds a rich assortment of heritage attractions in
the United States (The Center for Rural Pennsylvania, 2001). Strauss, Lord, and Powell (2001)
conducted an economic impact study for the Westsylvania Heritage Corporation over the nine
county region of southwestern Pennsylvania, including Bedford County. The results found the
region received $12.2 million from the tourism industry. At the local level, Strauss, Lord, and
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Powell (2002) estimated that Old Bedford Village’s economic impact to the region totaled
$881,000, with $259,000 going back into wages and salaries for its members.
To examine heritage attractions, Calcote (2001) identified heritage tourism as a tourism
model drawing from an anthropological approach. “The strength of this process is that
communities, regardless of racial, ethnic, social or economic factors, can develop a tourism
product in its natural setting” (Calcote, 2001, p. 8). Heritage tourism held positive benefits for the
economy and for preserving local culture and history (Zeitlin & Burr, 2011).
The process of heritage tourism “appreciates the past – but not through a nostalgic lens –
its makes it relevant to people, places and life today by showcasing living cultures” (Calcote,
2001, p. 4). This perspective suggested that artisans and crafts persons play central roles in the
overall impact (i.e., economic impact in the community). For example, metalworkers and related
crafts persons were central in the success of promoting the local heritage of the iron, steel, and
related industries of the Rivers of Steel Heritage Area of southwestern Pennsylvania (Dreeszen,
2003).
Other efforts to develop heritage tourism in Pennsylvania continue. The heritage-based
communities, including the native artisans and crafts persons, along Pennsylvania’s Northern Tier
Route 6 presently seek to establish their own heritage tourism sites (Pennsylvania Route 6
Heritage Corporation, 2004; 2009). U.S. Route 6 is 3,227 miles long and passes through 14 states
from Cape Cod, Massachusetts to Bishop, California (Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage
Corporation, 2004). In Pennsylvania, U.S. Route 6 “connects four designated State Heritage
Regions, 19 State Parks, numerous State Forests, five Pennsylvania Historical and Museum sites,
several National Park Service Sites, the Allegheny National Forest, and scores of Boroughs and
Villages” (Pennsylvania Route 6 Heritage Corporation, 2004, p. 1).
In sum, for this study, the economic impact of Old Bedford Village is crucial to its
survival. As a heritage site connected to heritage tourism, Old Bedford Village must contribute to
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the economic growth of Bedford County. In other words, if Old Bedford Village does not show a
profit (in the sense of contributing to the economy of Bedford County and of its own operations),
the Village runs the risk of being closed. A crucial factor, though not the only one, in sustaining
and increasing the economic impact of Old Bedford Village are the crafts persons. Heritage
tourists have the most contact with the crafts persons. Thus, crafts persons at Old Bedford Village
must understand their role as both an interpreter and/or teacher of crafts and their role as central
agents in the economic development of Old Bedford Village and Bedford County.

Situated Learning
Situated learning entailed a location commonly shared with others where opportunities
gave rise to learning. Learning is dynamic and ongoing. Säljö (1979) studied the phenomenon of
learning (also see Smith, 1999). Säljö’s (1979) findings produced five major definitions that
implied learning as a process:
1) Learning is an increase in knowledge by gaining information;
2) Learning is retaining information for future application(s);
3) Learning is obtaining specific, specialized knowledge and applied as needed;
4) Learning is a method to gain meaning through interconnections of subject matter; and
5) Learning is a way to view and comprehend situations drawing upon gained
knowledge (Säljö, 1979; Ramsden, 1992; Smith, 1999).
Säljö (1979) considered learning a process that developed an individual.
Learning exists as a process filled with sociocultural influences and ongoing cognitivebased activities experienced as we journey throughout our lifetime. “Ongoing processes don’t
have tidy endings, merely transitions” (McWilliams, 1994, p. 461). With respect to learning, this
meant we frequently learned something new that contributed to our development as we work
through stages of a project or venture through the seasons of life.
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From the community of practice approach, Lave and Wenger (1991) considered learning
as socially and historically situated for individuals. According to Lave and Wenger (1991),
situated learning came about as an interactional process. For instance, one can consider learning
as a process of gathering and accumulating information generated from interactions within a
shared setting.

Situated Learning Origins
Classic theory supported the idea that suggested learning was cognitive as well as socially based.
Dewey (2008) considered learning as a developmental process through social context. Inquiry,
according to Dewey (2008), was a process of ongoing learning, through social practices and
activities leading to meaning and thinking. Clancey (1995) expanded Dewey’s work with his own
interpretation of learning, in particular, situated learning. Situated learning entailed “how people
create and interpret descriptions of what they are doing” (Clancey, 1995, p. 1). This suggested
that learning occurred as social interactions took place and from meaning making.
Lave and Wenger (1991) suggested that meanings emerged from situated learning and
interactions. “We have thus situated learning in the trajectories of participation in which it takes
on meaning. These trajectories must themselves be situated in the social world” (Lave & Wenger,
1991, p. 121). Within a situation, the social interactions and the corresponding activities provided
meaning for the members involved and opportunities for learning to occur.

Developing the Concept of Situated Learning
Situated learning built upon situated cognition. Fenwick (2000) asserted that situated cognition
involved participants learning from situated activities. “Individuals learn as they participate by
interacting with the community (with its history, assumptions and cultural values, rules, and
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patterns of relationships), the tools at hand (including objects, technology, languages, and
images), and the moment’s activity (its purposes, norms, and practical challenges” (Fenwick,
2000, p. 253).
Lave and Wenger (1991) explained that to situate referred to place the practice and/or
activities in a setting to achieve learning and skill development. According to Stein (1998), the
concept of situate learning referred to locating the practice and the learning process at a place and
at a time. “Participants will create their own knowledge out of raw materials of experience (i.e.,
the relationships with other participants), the activities, the environmental cues, and the social
organization that the community develops and maintains” (Stein, 1998, p. 2).

Situated Learning Criteria
Four criteria contributed to the development of situated learning (see Stein, 1998; Anderson,
Reder, & Simon, 1996; Wilson, 1993). First, daily activities grounded learning. Generally, when
participants engaged in a situated activity, learning occurred as ideas form from the experiences
the individual gained. These experiences contributed to their knowledge base. Second, learning
resulted from a situation and can be transferred. Typically, through individuals engaging in an
activity, knowledge is shared. Third, learning transpired from social interactional processes,
including problem solving and information sharing. Individuals acquired knowledge from others’
teaching, instruction, through hands-on task activities and social engagement. Fourth, learning
activities, experiences, and opportunities were omnipresent. Social interactions and
environmental settings presented opportunities for learning through situations and activities.
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Situated Learning Contributors
Within situated learning, the participant became the center of the learning process that consisted
of four major contributors: 1) the participant’s activity engagement, 2) community of practice,
3) context, and 4) content (see Stein, 1998; Brown, Colins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave, 1988; Shor,
1987). The participants’ engaged activities with others contributed to the individuals’ knowledge
and intellectual development. Community of practice provided location and structure for the
practiced activity (Lave & Wenger, 1991) Context referred to the instructional environment,
within the larger community where learning occurred from social relationships and interactions.
Content, in terms of situated learning, referred to the learning processes that focused on the
activity-generated experiences of which an individual engaged.

Epistemological Shift in Perspective
The educational and tutorial systems of the 1970s viewed learning as delivering known
facts and designed learning packages to students. An epistemological shift in the learning
perspective occurred over recent decades in which the learning framework was one of an activitybased design (Wynn, 1991). According to Clancey (1995), activity-based design emphasized
communities of practice providing learning opportunities. Specifically illustrated and practiced
would be topics of: 1) how problems arise, 2) how tools are developed and/or used in context of
the problem, and 3) the social interactions involved in the problem-solving activities (Clancey,
1995). Kerno (2008) further proposed that learning and skill acquisition took place through
hands-on engagement of an activity within a participation framework such as within a community
of practice.
A community of practice is an intrinsic condition for the existence of knowledge, not
least because it provides the interpretive support necessary for making sense of its
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heritage. Thus, participation in the cultural practice in which any knowledge exists is
an epistemological principle of learning. The social structure of this practice, its power
relations, and its conditions for legitimacy define possibilities for learning (i.e., for
legitimate peripheral participation). (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98)
Lave and Wenger (1991) proposed that the learning processes tended to draw upon social
participation and productive interaction. This focused participation led to constructing the
community of practice’s legitimate peripheral participation and the learning processes involved.

Legitimate Peripheral Participation
“Legitimate peripheral participation is proposed as a descriptor of engagement in social
practice that entails learning as an integral constituent” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 35). In other
words, the concept involved a degree of community membership and interactions centering on
activities that led to learning. This became the central process of communities of practice.
Viewing learning as legitimate peripheral participation means that learning is not merely
a condition for membership, but is itself an evolving form of membership. …Thus, …
knowing and social membership entail one another. (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 53)
Basically, a new community of practice member’s identity, skills, talents, and network ties all
became focus of intellectual growth and personal enhancement through community-based
activities. As the new member developed in these aspects, at the periphery of a community of
practice, the individual would potentially progress toward the center of the community of practice
based on set the individual’s goals. This learning-based migration indicated development in
achieving full membership and participation status in the community of practice.
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Membership and Participation Progression
Within the legitimate peripheral participation concept, varying degrees of interaction and
membership occurred. While distinct boundaries do not exist, three blurred, progressive spheres
designated membership status within a community of practice. The first outer sphere, as I noted
earlier, existed at the peripheral rim. Newcomers were figuratively located at the periphery based
on their experiential blank slate of minimal skills and talents and/or minimal knowledge of the
community’s practice. Over time, as novices gained knowledge and skills, these individuals
progressed inward. Within the middle sphere, these individuals engaged in more activities and
grew more competent in their developing membership and skill levels than compared to
newcomers. The master, full-fledged members entrusted them. At the inner sphere, the masters
led the community of practice. This primary cohort comprised the community of practice’s most
knowledgeable and experienced practitioners. They guided meetings and discussions and led
projects.

Membership and Participation Trajectory
According to Wenger (1998), in the context relating to communities of practice, the tenet of
trajectory resulted as an individual’s membership developed from interactions, whether in the
community of practice, across communities of practice and/or involvements with any number of
fields of influence. Wenger (1998) described a trajectory not so much as a path, fixed course, or
even a destination. Instead, he considered a trajectory as “continuous motion … [that] has a
coherence through time that connects the past, the present, and the future” (Wenger, 1998, p.
154).
Wenger (1998) identified five specific trajectories that influenced identity development:
1) peripheral, 2) inbound, 3) insider, 4) boundary, and 5) outbound (see Wenger, 1998, pp. 154-
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155). Peripheral trajectory, in the context of community of practice’s legitimate peripheral
participation, would not contribute to a person becoming a full community of practice member.
Peripheral trajectories furnished individuals with just enough knowledge and background
information on a practice, topic, field, and the like, so that the individual developed from the
learning experienced at a community of practice’s rim.
Inbound trajectory represented actions of an individual to be a newcomer to a community
of practice. Such an individual possessed goals to move through the processes to become a full
community of practice member. The individual held intentions of developing from the novice to
master.
Insider trajectory represented actions of an individual continuing to learn and develop
their skills even after full membership achievement. As a master community of practice member,
the individual continued to learn and develop his or her skills through engaging in evolutionary
practices of the craft or work in general. These new opportunities led to continual renegotiating of
meanings. Learning contributed to growth.
Boundary trajectory actions created networks for the individual by connecting various
communities of practice for beneficial outcomes. The individual member not only developed
from learning knowledge gained from different communities of practice as sources, but also
shared knowledge with others.
Outbound trajectory actions consisted of movements leading out of a community of
practice. Outbound trajectory provided the individual with knowledge to continue to learn and
develop his or her skills in other communities of practice. Wenger (1998) explained:
What matters then is how a form of participation enables what comes next. … Yet being
on the way out of such a community also involves developing new relationships, finding
a different position with respect to a community, and seeing the world and oneself in
new ways. (p. 155)
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Learning continues as individuals sojourn along life’s paths.

Skill Engagement and Learning Cycle
Lesser and Storck (2001) suggested that membership in a community of practice generated a
sense of contextual identity relative to the community as a whole. Contextual elements of identity
guided an individual’s interests (Lave & Wenger, 1991), including craft skills in the case of this
study. Interests held meaning. Lesser and Storck (2001) supported the notion that, “what one pays
attention to is, in turn, a primary factor in learning” (p. 832). In short, there appeared to exist a
developmental cycle in which an individual grows intellectually through learning from some
activity. The activity further enhanced the individual’s interests and engagement such that
learning continued through the medium of skill development. As the individual gained more
knowledge, levels of interest and involvement tended to increase from meanings that the activity
generated.
Wenger (1998) explained that he and Lave used “the concept of legitimate peripheral
participation to characterize learning” (p. 11) in their earlier 1991 work. In doing so, Wenger
noted that the concepts of community of practice were not given proper discussion and devoted
much of his later 1998 work in addressing how community of practice contributed to learning.

The Rise of Fundamental Learning Dualities
According to Wenger (1998), learning proved essential for engagement in communities
of practice and skill development. We engaged in activities that yield learning processes. These
learning processes further contributed to advancements in skill levels, talents, and experiences.
Our skill levels, in part, reflected the positions we hold in our communities of practice. Lave and
Wenger (1991) proposed that situated learning contributed to our development, while legitimate
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peripheral participation played a central role in the processes of communities of practice
membership.
Wenger’s (1998) later work altered his views of legitimate peripheral participation and its
role in communities of practice. As Wenger (1998) further studied the topic of knowledge
management within the business environment, he discovered principles of inherent tensions of
dualities within communities of practice. Wenger (1998) posed, “Practice is about meaning as an
experience of everyday life” (p. 52). Experience involved processes of negotiation of meaning.
Negotiation of meaning consisted of interactions from a duality of participation and reification
processes. Wenger (1998) argued that “communities of practice are not havens of peace and that
their evolution involves politics of both participation and reification” (p. 101).

Participation and Reification Duality
Wenger (1998) focused on the concept of participation from legitimate peripheral participation
concept because of the significance of learning through social activities. Later, the element of
reification emerged from the phenomena of “giving form to our experiences by producing objects
that congeal this experience into “thingness’” (Wenger, 1998, p. 58). An alternative interpretative
approach to understand reification involved taking something abstract, like narratives of elements
and procedures, and transforming them into concrete form, such as a written document, created
artifacts, or a materialized design. Reification produced form from our thoughts and experiences.
Participation and reification duality should not be considered a dichotomy, but instead
have a dialectic relationship. The participation and reification duality functioned together.
Wenger (1998) presented five major descriptions in his analysis of this duality:
1) Participation and reification are a duality, not opposites.
These processes are not exclusive to one another. They occur simultaneously
and enable one another. Within communities of practice members participate
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and interact with tools, resources, language to coordinate meaning. This process of
negotiating meaning generates learning to enhance individuals’ skill abilities.
2) Participation and reification are two dimensions that interact; they do not define a
spectrum.
Both participation and reification interact with one another within communities of
practice and are not intended to be thought of as opposites. They complement one
another to create and re-create meaning.
3) Participation and reification imply each other; they do not substitute for each other.
Within a community of practice, members participate in activities and by doing so,
require that artifacts be present from the reification processes.
4) Participation and reification transform their relation; they do not translate into each
other.
Participation and reification build meaning through different processes. Community
of practice members participating in activities generate experiences which lead to
negotiating meanings into new contexts. Expressing the experiences in some form
such as through the fine arts, like documentations, acting, painting, tool making,
create conditions for which new meanings form; essentially through one’s skills.
5) Participation and reification describe an interplay; they are not classificatory
categories.
In this duality, a framework exists that uses engagement in social practice as a
baseline for perspective. Community of practice members ‘use’ artifacts to create and
develop. In turn, artifacts ‘use’ individuals to re-create and develop themselves. An
interplay of reciprocal relationships exists.

(see Wenger, 1998, pp. 66-70),
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“In their interplay, participation and reification are both distinct and complementary…” (Wenger,
1998, p. 62) as presented in Wenger’s (1998, p. 63) illustration (Figure 2-1):

Figure 2-1: Wenger’s duality of participation and reification.

In sum:
As the figure suggests participation and reification cannot be considered in isolation;
they come as a pair. They form a unity in their duality. Given one, it is a useful heuristic
to wonder where the other is. To understand the one, it is necessary to understand the
other. They come about through each other, but they cannot replace each other. It is
through their various combinations that they give rise to a variety of experiences of
meaning. (Wenger, 1988, p. 62)
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Other Community of Practice Dualities
According to Wenger (1998), four dualities comprised the design for learning. The first duality
was participation and reification. As discussed, participation and reification processes comprised
the concept of negotiation of meaning. The other three dualities influenced the community of
practice’s learning at varying extents. For instance, the second duality, designed and emergent,
concentrated on the balanced tension between planned practices or activities and emergent or
response practices or activities that arose unexpectedly in the learning processes. The third
duality, local and global, featured the balanced tension of the degree of who influences
community of practice learning and activity engagement. A community of practice cannot design
its members’ learning in an isolated manner. External elements influenced learning processes;
however, there usually appeared a limit to the knowledge imported and/or accepted. Communities
of practice generally tended to hold fast to their unique identity. The fourth duality concerned
identification and negotiability. Identification and negotiability duality involved balancing power
and managing knowledge. Those community of practice members holding power of knowledge
must be in balance with the expectations of other members, including their constituencies. Those
holding power needed to be careful not to fragment and cause division among the community of
practice. Within the community of practice, all members should have a sense of belonging and be
free to develop themselves in terms of membership and skill levels from the learning processes.

Community of Practice Conceptualizations Critiques
The community of practice paradigm had critics. For instance, Engeström (2007)
opposed accepting the concept of community of practice and the social learning theory applied to
the practitioners. Engeström (2007) critiqued communities of practice as an ahistorical approach
to understanding human activities. “One looks in vain for discussions on the conditions of
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implementing communities of practice in highly rationalized hierarchical mass-production
organizations, or in settings driven by financialization, outsourcing and fragmentation of work, or
in various networks, partnerships and strategic alliances” (Engeström, 2007, p. 43). In short,
Engeström did not support the notion of communities of practice existing in highly organized
institutions. He did not recognize historical aspects in the phenomenon or the possibilities of
communities of practice outsourcing and the fragmentation of work, and those with significant
financial impacts.
Fuller, Hodkinson, Hodkinson, and Unwin (2005) found a weakness in community of
practice featuring the roles of teaching in the workplace learning processes. They suggested that
workplace pedagogy often provided for learning processes on the job and that learning processes
can occur in off-the-job settings.Organization members taught a wide range of knowledge and
skills. Based on this observation, Fuller et al. (2005) extended Lave and Wenger’s (1991) work
in two areas. “While it [their research] supports their conception of learning as participation and
as a social enterprise, it also draws attention to the role of teaching in the workplace learning
process, and signals that apprentices as well as more experienced employers may have areas of
‘knowledgeable skill’ which they are capable of sharing with others” (p. 65). Clearly, Fuller et al.
(2005) believed that learning processes and knowledge transfer and construction can occur
anywhere regardless of the community of practice phenomenon.
Smith (2003) found that “workplaces often [were] not able to provide learners with the
structured support and guidance required to develop knowledge through the effective deployment
of a wide range of learning strategies within a community of practice” (p. 80). To the point, Smith
(2003) supported the notion that workplaces, including communities of practice, be careful to
provide a learning environment and policies for members to gain knowledge and skills. Smith
(2003) warned against communities of practice being heavily steered by management, and not the
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members, in areas of what was to be learned, when, and how. According to Smith (2003), this
model of training members censored topics of learning and the overall learning processes.
I considered these three community of practice reviews during my fieldwork and while
analyzing the data. I addressed each of these three critiques in the final chapter.

Inferences of Community of Practice for This Study
To address my research questions, I concentrated on the concepts of community of
practice, situated learning and legitimated peripheral participation. I looked at individuals’
trajectories with respect to legitimate peripheral participation to assess degrees of membership
and engagement. I considered negotiation of meaning with its duality of participation and
reification to determine crafts persons’ learning and skill development. For the purposes of
explaining Old Bedford Village phenomena, I considered the other three dualities: designed and
emergent, local and global, identification and negotiability. The aspects of power and the control
of knowledge and learning within the Village provided enlightening information to address the
question of how the crafts persons viewed themselves in regards to skill development and their
roles as historical craft interpreters. Further, I drew upon the community of practice concept’s
theoretical frame as a guide to help address the research questions. Community of practice’s
conceptual elements was useful to determine:
1) whether Old Bedford Village fit the definitional criteria:
a) if there existed evidence of peripheral trajectory movement of a novice toward
the community of practice core or any other trajectory direction,
b) if the crafts persons saw themselves, including their skills, developing over time;
2) if any participation and reification duality factors led toward learning:
a) the learning methods that the crafts persons engaged,
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b) the manner in which crafts persons obtained and used tools and related resources;
3) the meaning and importance of craft proliferation for the crafts persons; and
4) the understanding of crafts persons’ roles of interpreters / teachers.
In light of the literature, I chose the community of practice frame as most applicable for
my approach to study the Old Bedford Village context, featuring the crafts persons, their craft of
historical reenactments and interpretations, interactions, and practiced skills. As I noted in
Chapters 5, Findings, and 6, Conclusions and Implications, the concept of community of practice
was not unproblematic. However, the learning processes and social participation contributing to
skills development provided structural content to conduct this research.

Summary
Drawing on previous discourse, communities of practice contributed to the development
of whom and what we become. We socially participate in our communities of practice at varying
degrees. We create and produce artifacts as skill development activities to meet our daily needs.
Our skills assist us in task completions, learning processes, and acquisition of knowledge from
daily aspects of communications, preparing food, domestic and professional engineering tasks,
tending to the personal needs, and so on. Combined, these examples indicate the phenomena of
participation and reification duality of community of practice, which comprises the concept of
negotiation of meaning. Negotiation of meaning leads to learning and development of skills from
the community of practice (Wenger, 1998). Wenger (1998) noted that community of practice can
be applied to any organization or group since communities of practice can be found all around us.
In all, the community of practice paradigm for learning and skill development appears applicable
to the Old Bedford Village context.

Chapter 3

Research Methods
Introduction
Ethnography is more than a one-day hike through the woods. It is an ambitious journey
through the complex world of social interaction” (Fetterman, 1998, p. ix).
Fetterman’s (1998) work on ethnography served as a guide for this ethnographic study of Old
Bedford Village crafts persons. This chapter begins with a brief discussion of ethnography,
including the purposes of ethnographic research. After, I presented the study’s purpose and
research questions. I described Old Bedford Village to set the study’s context. I compared and
contrasted the Village with other living history museums and discussed reasons for its selection. I
discussed and followed the guidelines of research trustworthiness for this study.
Conventional ethnography permitted me to engage in experiential, hands-on activities,
where permissible due to safety and other regulations, and to observe craft activities and
processes while in the field. These field methods, as well as the conducted qualitative data
analyses, are also presented in this chapter.

Ethnography
Ethnography attempts to explain culture from a holistic approach. The approach of
holism “assumes that any single aspect of culture is integrated with other aspects, so that no
single dimension of culture can be understood in isolation” (Harris & Johnson, 2007, p. 3). This
meant that cultural elements and factors are threads interwoven in the community and society’s
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network fabric. Pull on one thread and the results affect other threads in the fabric in a manner
that tends to cause and effect relationships and interactions. It falls upon the researcher to
discover the interrelationships among a culture or community’s systems (see Fetterman,
1998, p. 11).
Ethnography promotes the study of human behavior and emphasizes the ways people
think of, consider, and identify their social reality (Schaefer, 2008). Additionally, ethnography
attempts to explain the actions of a populace’s culture, community, or society (Kottak, 2000).
This study’s interests focused on crafts persons working within the cultural heritage site, Old
Bedford Village. Researchers practice ethnography, within local populaces, for the purposes of
examining the present community culture and for analyses of practiced activities (Hufford, 1994).
During the course of two summer seasons, I visited the living history museum of Old
Bedford Village and studied the crafts persons, their historic interpretations, interactions, and
reenactments and practiced skills. In respect of confidentiality toward these study participants, I
elected not to disclose which two specific years. In the field, I initially observed the crafts
persons’ overall craft making processes as well as their interactions with Village visitors to gain a
general sense of how they performed their roles. Overall, I framed this study as a conventional
ethnography and followed the criteria of qualitative research trustworthiness.

Trustworthiness in the Qualitative Perspective
Important to the discussion of study methods is the criteria of quality. A study is not
worth performing if the researcher fails to conduct the investigation that adheres to a trustworthy
method. Lincoln and Guba (1985) created a set of four criteria for evaluating qualitative research
studies, which included: a) credibility, b) transferability, c) dependability, and d) confirmability.
These four criteria mirror the four found in measuring quality of quantitative research: a) internal
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validity, b) external validity, c) reliability, and d) objectivity.
However, literature yielded critics of Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) trustworthiness criteria.
Smith and Heshusius (1986) countered Lincoln and Guba (1985) by proposing that there must
exist a “belief in the assumption that what is known - be it an existent reality or an interpreted
reality - stands independent of the inquirer and can be described without distortion by the
inquirer” (p. 6). In other words, the critiques contended that qualitative research can only yield
interpretations of the researcher who drew upon the interpretations of those in the study. Smith
and Heshusius (1986) questioned which of the interpretations as being epistemologically
privileged and accurate with reality. Carefully considering Smith and Heshusius’ (1986)
approach, my study followed Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) criteria of trustworthiness because of
how one understands reality and one interprets that reality to gain meaning.
Drawing from Lincoln and Guba (1985), credibility assumed and considered multiple
realities existing. In my study, I triangulated my gathered data to reflect accuracy. For example, I
took documents, narratives, and observations and compared the data for consistencies. I examined
if any aspect appeared opposite of what was found among the other sources. In a specific
instance, I reviewed my field notes taken during a visit with the executive director regarding the
Fungaroli Cabin to analyze what he stated about its history. Next, I checked the available Village
archives for the cabin’s background and origin. Third, I checked with the Bedford Gazette
microfilm archives for their perspective of the cabin phenomenon (see Gazette Staff, 1974). All
three descriptions proved consistent. Moreover, with regard to coding my data, I employed a
simplistic method using codes, including alpha, numeric, and consistent definitions throughout
the process.
Transferability, from the qualitative perspective, referred to extrapolating findings of one
study to another with the understanding that, while the situations might not be exactly same, a
semblance existed. Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated that based on the degree of similarity between
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or among situations, events, entities examined, etc., gages the degree of applicability of the
study’s findings. I took care to describe the Old Bedford Village environment and the crafts
persons. I transcribed all 17 participants’ audio recordings, which included the 17 initial
interviews and the follow-up interview sessions, with average interview recording lengths of
between one to two hours per interview session. I described interviewing in the following section.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) noted that there can be no credibility without dependability and
that “a demonstration of the former is sufficient to establish the latter” (p. 316). Throughout my
study, I took care to maintain a consistency in all of my research methods and data processes. For
instance, my codebook maintained clear and distinct definitions, emerged data pattern, categories,
and themes. I consistently employed a standard processing scheme to code the raw interview data
as well as my notes from observations of each of the 17 crafts persons’ sessions.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) considered confirmability as a type of accuracy audit of the
research interpretations. This meant that the ability of one researcher taking the work of another
and confirm the results in a study review or reconstruction. To address confirmability in this
study, I continued to identify and explain methods that I used in my research from start to finish.

Problem, Purpose and Research Questions
Harris and Johnson (2007) reminded us that without ethnographic studies, or
documentation of any kind, much of a community’s local knowledge would pass away in time if
cultural traditions end. Harris and Johnson (2007) and Hufford’s (1994) descriptions of
ethnography closely match with this study’s goals. This study originated from the problem of
how and why Old Bedford Village crafts persons learn their unique skills. The purpose was to
generate and describe new data from four specific areas: 1) skill development from participation
in practiced activities and reification indicators, 2) informal learning practices and outcomes,
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3) the importance of tools, machines, and resources, and 4) local voices to promote opportunities
for cultural heritage.
This study addressed the following research questions:
1) In what ways did Old Bedford Village crafts persons meet the criteria of a community
of practice?
a) How did the crafts persons see themselves fitting into the community of practice?
b) How have the crafts persons seen themselves change over time?
2) How did Old Bedford Village crafts persons learn their crafts?
a) How did the crafts persons obtain their traditional tools, machines, and other
related resources?
3) Why did individual crafts persons learn their particular craft?
a) Why were these craft making practices deemed important by the crafts persons?
4) How did the crafts persons understand their roles of interpreters / teachers?

Data Collection
To set the context for this ethnography, I presented the constructed setting from this study
in the following pages. I provided a comparative analysis for Old Bedford Village’s selection.
Then, I explained my research methods, including participation observation, interviews, and
document review. Further, I discussed qualitative analyzes methods used in interpreting the
gathered data.

Constructed Setting: Old Bedford Village
I provided an ethnographic overview of the living history museum in order to create a perspective
of Old Bedford Village. Building upon this setting description, I present the following rich detail.
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Upon arrival and passing through Old Bedford Village’s Welcome Center doors, the view
of a traditional rural farm rested beside the fishpond (Figure 3-1). The Egolf Farm, including
original farmhouse, barn, towering windmill, barn and outbuilding, caught the eyes of every
visitor as do the initial cabins and houses at the opposite end of the fishpond (Figure 3-2). The
Village infrastructure consisted of nearly 40 cabins and houses, barns and sheds, small general
store with a once-functioning U.S. post office inside, workshops, two one-room schoolhouses,
jail, and a log church along with numerous additional outbuildings and structures (see Appendix
A Map and Photo Directory).

Figure 3-1: Entrance of Old Bedford Village via Egolf Farm structures view.
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Figure 3-2: Entrance of Old Bedford Village via fishpond, cabins and houses view.

Some of the oldest original structures in the Village dated back to 1750 (OBV, 2005).
During the early and mid-1970s, County officials and community members secured from private
and public owners, these original structures and carefully transported them to the site for
permanent maintenance and display.
Based on the Village’s office records, average annual visitation totaled slightly over
25,000+ individuals. This total included approximately 5,000 school students and an average of
28 tour buses. Anyone interested in Bedford County history could observe and participate in
culturally historic and educational activities throughout much of the year. As a living history
museum, Old Bedford Village provided educational programs, demonstrations and experiential,
hands-on learning classes. Old Bedford Village staff members and crafts persons also designed
classes to meet special needs of visitors or visiting groups (OBV, 2005). A sample of some of the
offered classes included “folk art, white (tin) smithing, coopering, basket making, maize papoose
doll making, wheat weaving, spinning, broom making, early kitchen (early American food
preparation and cooking), weaving, quilting, dipping candles, leather working, early American
schooling, and Native American culture” (OBV, 2005, p. 1).
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Crafts persons often provided visitors with a brief history lesson on each craft subject in
addition to the hands-on experiences. For example, participation in the basket making class often
began with the instructor explaining to students the history of basket making in rural America.
After, students engaged in a hands-on basket making session. Upon completion of their baskets,
the students departed with their individual projects as souvenirs of their learning experiences.
On the wall in the Welcome Center lobby, among other archive documents, Old Bedford
Village’s Mission Statement displayed content promoting educational opportunities for all who
visited the living history museum. As application of the mission, Village staff, crafts persons and
volunteers exercised levels of creation, preservation and care with the original infrastructures,
artifacts, and crafts. Authentic artifacts and reproduced models located throughout the Village
added to the visitors’ hands-on learning experiences and entertainment (see Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3: An Old Bedford Village display with which visitors pose and photograph.

Reasons for Selecting Old Bedford Village.
Old Bedford Village characteristics proved quite different when compared to other
history museums. For instance, the museums of Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia, the Somerset
Historical Center in Somerset County and Fort Roberdeau in Blair County, Pennsylvania
represented tributes to the 18th century past. However, each provided their visitors slightly
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different perspectives, experiences and specific services. I discussed similarities and differences
below to further support the selection of Old Bedford Village for this study.
During the time of this study, Colonial Williamsburg stood as the largest living history
museum in the United States. Colonial Williamsburg consisted of 301-acres and contained
hundreds of reconstructed and refurnished historic building structures (Colonial Williamsburg,
2009). The Reverend Doctor W.A.R. Goodwin, rector of the Bruton Parish Church, and Mr. John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., well known U.S. philanthropist, officially founded Colonial Williamsburg in
1926 (Colonial Williamsburg, 2009). Colonial Williamsburg held private, non-profit status as an
educational institution and received most all of its support from private and public philanthropy.
As such, the living history museum received no regular state or federal funding. Curiously,
however, Colonial Williamsburg operated for-profit subsidiaries. These auxiliary businesses
comprised of hotels, restaurants, convention facilities, and golf courses that generated profits by
selling licensed products (Colonial Williamsburg, 2009).
Old Bedford Village existed on a much smaller scale and reflected predominately an 18th
through early 20th century rural frontier community that could have existed in the Southern
Alleghenies region. Rural communities were not immense and elaborate. Colonial Williamsburg
represented life in the eastern coastal, colonial cities. Another difference between the two living
history museums was that the Village did not hold for-profit interests. Old Bedford Village
extended non-profit, educational services to all. Village educational experiences included general
lessons taught by crafts persons to students and visitors through various methods, such as handson learning and creative activities, off-site outreach programs, special events and related lectures.
Colonial Williamsburg offered educational services to visitors, although on a larger scale through
means of on- and off-site outreach, books, videos, recordings and electronic field trips (Colonial
Williamsburg, 2009).
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Additionally, funding and the financial abilities differed between these two living history
museums. Old Bedford Village lacked the luxury of a philanthropy-sponsored existence and often
faced challenges of tight and limited budgets. According to Village records, a small portion of the
Village’s budget came from state and federal grants, including the Pennsylvania Historic and
Museum Commission (PHMC), which totaled only a few thousand dollars, on average, annually.
Old Bedford Village relied heavily on admissions fees, public donations, and gifts.
PHMC sponsored and operated the Somerset Historical Center. As neighbors to the west
of Bedford, the Somerset Historical Center rested on 150-acres a few miles north of the town of
Somerset. In addition to its functions as an 18th century history museum, Somerset Historical
Center served as the home offices of the Historical and Genealogical Society of Somerset County
and the Somerset Historical Society’s Genealogical Research Library (SHC, 2009). Like Old
Bedford Village, the Somerset Historical Center offered a Visitors Center, recently constructed in
1997, that provided visitors with educational exhibits, historic videos, and educational brochures.
Seasonal special events took place with the most popular being the three-day celebration of
Mountain Craft Days, the Maple Syrup Festival in the early spring season, and the Apple Cider
Festival during the fall season as tribute to rural folkways.
Minimal similarities existed between the two neighboring history museums. Old Bedford
Village emphasized the living history aspect in its efforts to educate visitors compared to the
Somerset Historical Center. At the Village, visitors were free to explore at their leisure and
interact with the crafts persons. At Somerset Historical Center, guided tours were often the case
for their visitors. Another major difference featured the limited infrastructure at the Somerset
Historical Center. The Somerset Historical Center’s major historic structures included:
1) the Adam Miller farmstead log house, the smokehouse, and barn from the early 1800s,
2) the Walter’s Mill Bridge,
3) the Agricultural Exhibit Hall, which holds agricultural farming machinery,
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4) the Maple Syrup Camp, and
5) the Hoffman Exhibition Hall, which contains a general store from 1876, and a mail
delivery buggy from 1890 (SHC, 2009).
Old Bedford Village represented an entire, reproduced rural community and so, existed as
realistic in terms of practicing crafts persons and a holistic daily life reenactment.
Artisans and crafts persons graced Fort Roberdeau, Old Bedford Village’s neighbor to the
north in Blair County. Situated a few miles north of Altoona in the Sinking Valley area, Fort
Roberdeau hosted visitor tours, 18th century historic skits, and military drill demonstrations on its
230-acre landscape. Official ownership of Fort Roberdeau changed hands over the years with the
present owners listed as the County of Blair (Fort Roberdeau, 2009). As its name suggested, Fort
Roberdeau began as a fort to protect the young American nation’s interests in the local lead mine.
The Honorable Daniel Roberdeau of the U.S. Continental Congress volunteered to organize an
expedition to the Sinking Valley site in 1778, and, at his own expense, constructed the fort to
protect the lead mining and smelting operations (Fort Roberdeau, 2009). The regional settlers also
found shelter and safety at the fort when the British rangers, local Tories, and their local Indian
allies conducted raids during the years between 1778 and 1790. Moreover, the fort acted as a
storage depot for such items as military ammunition and supplies until 1780, and afterwards, as a
garrison for the Cumberland and Bedford Counties’ militia and the Bedford County Ranging
Companies (Fort Roberdeau, 2009).
In sum, Fort Roberdeau was a reconstructed Revolutionary War stockade, bordered by
six log cabins, a farmhouse, barn, three nature trails, picnic facilities, and the White Oak Hall,
which provided space for public activities (Fort Roberdeau, 2009). When compared to Old
Bedford Village, the lead mine fort failed to capture a holistic perspective of a complete rural
settlement. At best, Fort Roberdeau presented a small proportion of a reproduced rural village.
Much was lacking in terms of resident crafts persons displaying and teaching their crafts. Based
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on this comparative analysis, Fort Roberdeau and the Somerset Historical Center existed as
partial versions of an early 18th century rural village. Contrary, Colonial Williamsburg had living
history demonstrations on such a broad scale, that visitors could lose meaningful personal
interactions with the historic interpreters.
Old Bedford Village proved appropriate for my study for three reasons. First, it was
located in a rural area of which I am familiar, and thus allowed me insight into the history of the
living museum. Second, the overall traditionally practiced crafts depicted once common activities
and artifacts passed down from my rural family ancestors. Third, the geographic size permitted
me ease in covering the Village grounds to gain access to the crafts persons for participant
observations and interviews.

Participant Observation
Drawing on Fetterman’s (1998) ethnography frame for study projects, fieldwork represented
trips to and related work at the research site and interactions with the local populace. I
participated as an historic character, a general farmwoman (Figure 3-4), to gain an inside, emic,

Figure 3-4: Patricia D. Fickes dressed in early American attire during ethnographic fieldwork.
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view of how the crafts persons and public interacted without me ‘standing out’ in a conspicuous,
etic, manner during fieldwork. Throughout my participant observation and interview sessions, I
wore various attire reflective of the late 1700s, the 1800s, and early 1900s to blend in with the
Village crafts persons. Visitors approached me, from time to time, and asked typical tourist
questions about: 1) the region’s cultural heritage, 2) available area restaurants, hotels and
highways, and 3) other regional and tourist attractions.

Schedules.
Over a two-week period, contingent upon the crafts persons’ work schedules and my
own, I approached each of the 20 Village on-staff, crafts persons as they worked in their shops. I
discovered that two crafts persons worked few and sporadic hours and were rarely present in the
Village during my research schedule. One person stated that she would be too nervous and
uncomfortable. Seventeen crafts persons, comprised of nine men and eight women, volunteered
to participate for this study. In the following chapter, I provided the profiles of each of these 17
crafts persons in the context of the community of practice frame.
My formal participation observation and interview visits (see Table 3-1) totaled a
minimum of 32 hours in the field over two seasons. The total formal visits included time for the
first initial interview session and the second follow up interview session. Five original
participants did not return to the Village in the following season due to either retiring, illness,
finding other employment, or dismissal. As a result, the second follow up interview sessions
totaled 12 crafts persons of the original 17. Overall, Old Bedford Village crafts persons’
participation and responses contained much useful information to analyze for this study.
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Table 3-1
Formal Participant Observation and Interview Schedule
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ID #

Craftsperson

Dates

Time
Periods

Length of
Total Visit

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1

Potter

Season 1: July 19
Season 2: July 3

9:00-10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 2 hrs.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

2

Basket Weaver

Season 1:July 20
Season 2: May 29

12:50-2:00 p.m.
10:00-10:30 a.m.

1 hr. 40 min.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

3

Chandler

Season 1:July 20

2:00-3:10 p.m.

1 hr. 10 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4

White (Tin) Smith

Season 1:July 25
Season 2:May 23

10:50 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
8:30-9:00 a.m.
1 hr. 40 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5

Broom Maker

Season 1: July 26

10:00-11:35 a.m.
12:00-12:50 p.m.
4:30-5:00 p.m.

3 hrs.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

6

Weaver

Season 1: July 26
Season 2: May 30

1:00-3:00 p.m.
2:00-2:30 p.m.

2 hrs. 30 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

7

Woodcarver

Season 1: July 26
Season 2: May 31

3:00-4:30 p.m.
1:00-2:00 p.m.

3 hrs.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

8

Baker

Season 1: July 27

11:00-12:00 p.m.

1 hr.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

9

Blacksmith

Season 1: July 27
Season 2: August 2

12:00-12:50 p.m.
3:15-4:00 p.m.

1 hr. 30 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

10

Historic Reenactor

Season 1: August 2
Season 2: May 30

12:05-1:15 p.m.
10:00-10:30 a.m.

1 hr. 35 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

11

Gunsmith

Season 1: August 2
Season 2: May 23

1:30-3:00 p.m.
1:00-1:30 p.m.

2 hrs.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
.

12

Storyteller

Season 1: August 8

2:30-3:30 p.m.
+ one hour shadowing with tour group

Season 2: May 23

9:00-9:30 a.m.

2 hrs. 30 min.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

13

Quilter

Season 1: August 9
Season 2: May 23

9:00-10:00 a.m.
10:00-10:30 a.m.

1 hr. 30 min.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

14

Cooper

Season 1: August 9
Season 2: May 23

10:00-11:30 a.m.
11:00-11:30 a.m.

2 hrs.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

15

Tailor

Season 1: August 9
Season 2: May 30

12:00-1:00p.m.
1:00-1:30 p.m.

1 hr. 30 min.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
.

16

Stringed
Instrument Maker
Milliner

Season 1: August 30
Season 2: May 23
Season 1: August 30

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 2 hrs.
12:30-2:00 p.m.
1 hr. 30 min.
32 hours total

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

17

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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I adhered to Fetterman’s (1998) design for practicing ethnographic fieldwork. This design
represented a plan of investigative processes (see Fetterman, 1998, p. 8) that contributed to data
gathering and gained knowledge. According to Fetterman (1998), one of the most important
design aspects was actually being in the field “to observe, to ask seemingly stupid but insightful
questions, and to write down what is seen and heard” (p. 9).
During my initial round of formal visits at the Village, the longest visits occurred with the
broom maker and the woodcarver at three hours each. In the broom maker’s shop, I stayed during
the major portions of time that she explained and demonstrated making a broom from tree wood
and loose broomcorn to a finished product. In the woodcarver’s woodshop, I found a
knowledgeable crafts person who seemed to have information on everything from the local area
news, to national situations, to European and world history. He taught visitors, who expressed
curiosity and interest, about these subjects. He was open to learning new ideas and actively
engaged in conversations.
Drawing on Fetterman’s (1998) perspective on multiple realities, I participated in handson activities - where permitted due to safety regulations, observed their craft making activities
and interactions with the public visitors, and conducted my interviews when alone with the crafts
person. For instance, of the 17 crafts persons, 14 permitted me the liberty of free position and
movement about their workspace. The blacksmith and cooper restricted space in their workshops.
These craftsmen did not risk injury to anyone. One of the Village bakers denied me access to the
food preparation area because they were, at the time, mixing gingerbread batter and were not
permitted to allow non-kitchen staff into the workspace.

Recording engagements.
Following Fetterman’s (1998) ethnographic guide for data gathering, I digitally recorded
each of the sessions and when appropriate, took photos to record the images of the context of the
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cabin or workshop. Total number of digital photographs exceeded 100. My photographs
documented images of overall crafts persons’ activities, the evolution of a respective craft item or
its particular phases, and objects noted by the crafter. I included the most relevant and interesting
photos within the pages of this dissertation. The photos provided a visual representation of what
the crafts persons explained while performing his or her craft. For example, in the photo below
(Figure 3-5), the potter explained how to place the fingers and apply pressure to the moistened
clay to shape the neck of the vessel.

Figure 3-5: Potter shaping the neck of a clay pot on treadle wheel.

The potter explained the physical properties behind the wheel going round and the forces
involved in the objects’ creation and design. Audio recordings supplemented my note taking
when the notes alone did not capture all of the rich detail of each crafter’s lessons and interview
responses.
During formal and informal sessions, crafts persons pointed out moments of the craft
making process and prompted me to take a picture as a photo record of the evolving, forming
craft item. They demonstrated each step in their craft making process. In short, they appeared to
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promote teaching and learning of their craft.
My photos captured images of the specific environment, the crafts practiced, and the rich
details. For instance, inside the basket weaver’s cabin, visitors witnessed and examined openly
displayed artifacts and various styles of baskets (Figure 3-6). At closer inspection, the various raw
materials and tools came into focus (Figure 3-7 and 3-8).

Figure 3-6: Basket shop overview.

Figure 3-7: Samples of reed and a basket at an early creation stage.
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Figure 3-8: Reed strips and heavy cutting shears.

Visitors observed many intricate samples of finished works and the many basket starter kits for
sale (Figures 3-9 and 3-10). These mini-basket kits played a central role in teaching, via hands-on

Figure 3-9: A sample mini basket holding decorative beads.

Figure 3-10: A supply of starter basket kits.
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learning methods. These also helped in generating tourist revenue for Old Bedford Village.
In addition to taking notes during interview discussions, I jotted notes in my field notepad
as other things of interest arose. Examples of matters of interest included, but not limited to,
personality of the individual crafts persons, specific terminology of their vocabulary, and the
types and volumes of visitors passing through the cabins and workshops. I noted anything that I
wanted to explore in future informal visits.

Informal observations.
During my informal visits, I was particularly careful to not interfere with the crafts
person while they performed their work since I did not pre-schedule these meetings. My informal
visits totaled approximately nine hours. I tried to get to everyone at least two or more times each
lasting 15 to 30 minutes. I tried to stop in and say ‘hello’ and just observe and/or take
supplemental photos of the crafts. I wanted to observe, additional times, their behaviors,
educational methods, and interactions with the public. I wanted to see if they changed their
demonstrations, lectures, or overall prepared lines for others. I recorded highlights of these
informal visits in my field notes as soon as I was able. I did not want to draw attention to myself
by showing up unexpected, with notepad in hand and writing words and phrases every so often.
Out of courtesy to the crafts persons and their public visitors, I would make mental note and
record the information in my field notes after my visits at the Village to avoid oversight.

Challenges.
I acknowledge that challenges, however, may arise for researchers who perform
participant observation. For example, according to Schaefer (2008), the researcher must be
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familiar with and comprehend what he or she observes to begin to connect with the meanings and
the elements of the activity hold for the local populace studied. During fieldwork, I asked
supplemental questions to the participants in each session when unknown items appeared or
matters needed to be clarified for my understanding. For example, during an early visit with the
basket weaver, some confusion arose regarding the origins of her raw weaving reeds. She
explained that she typically used locally gathered plants. However, when I noted purchasing tags
on the coils of reed and asked about them (Figure 3-11), she followed up with an explanation of
easier access and convenience to purchase some raw resources in bulk. Asking the local Village
crafts persons questions and receiving explanations aided in my understanding regarding the
overall meaning of the practiced activity from their perspectives.

Figure 3-11: Purchased reed for basket making.

Additionally, Spradley (1980) commented that ethnographers often generate inferences
regarding people through the methods of observation and listening to conversations. Through
careful listening and observing behaviors, ethnography provided descriptive data of these studied
activities. For example, descriptive data can emerge from listening closely to conservation of
what is being said and not said, and watching an activity to see what is done and not done.
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Further in analysis, descriptive data can emerge from reading field notes and interview
transcriptions and even from the coding processes. These descriptive data can lead to developing
patterns and themes. Spradley’s (1980) comment proved significant in explaining my use of
qualitative practices drawing on my ethnographic observations and interviews during fieldwork.

Interviewing
I created an interview protocol for surveying the Village crafts persons by composing a list of
interview questions (see Appendix B) which tended to flow in a conversational manner.
Fetterman (1998) suggested that interviewing techniques fall under four possible types: 1)
structured, 2) semi-structured, 3) informal, and 4) retrospective. Structured and semi-structured
interviews followed a guide or ordered survey instrument. This tool served the ethnographer as a
means to cover and address topics of interest. The informal interview resembled a conversation
between researcher and subject with the researcher posing interview questions, as appropriate,
throughout the dialogue. Retrospective interviews involved any of the three noted interview types
to reconstruct past activities or events.
After I composed my interview questions, I sought a guide that provided a logical
structure, in terms of question organization, and one that lends to a conversational interview
session. I selected an online interview guide posted by Cornell University (2005) that offered
practitioners various interview tips. One of the Cornell (2005) interview tips recommended the
following order for question cluster assemblage: 1) the participant background, 2) specific
focuses related to the research topic, and 3) a reflection section. In my survey instrument tool (see
Appendix B), I clustered questions regarding the crafts person’s background to gain information
about the person and also their family’s cultural heritage, in terms of craft making and vocation,
to investigate possible family lineage and influence on the crafts work. The specific focus
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questions consisted of the bulk of my interview tool. As a respectful conclusion, I posed the
reflections questions to gain any participant self-review comments.
Throughout the interview sessions, I paid heed to possible challenges. Drawing from
Fetterman’s (1998) work, an ethnographer needed to pose friendly, nonthreatening questions. The
person interviewed should feel comfortable to offer freely honest answers. The interviewer’s tone
of voice should also remain in a normal, friendly conversational tone. Fetterman (1998) also
advised to remain aware of the subject’s body language and cues. Shifts in body language or
displayed cues may signal unwillingness to continue, uneasiness, or uncertainty. Accurate
responses may not be forthcoming when such cues occur. For that reason, during each of the
interviews, I watched for any indications of discomfort. All of the crafts persons appeared quite
natural and friendly, and open about themselves, their crafts, and with their opinions and
responses.
During the first round of participant observation sessions, I conducted semi-structured
interviews, while using a friendly conversational tone, consisting of 22 major questions. Each of
these initial sessions lasted between one to two hours. For follow up questioning, I met with each
crafts person again with each session varying in length between 20 minutes to an hour, due to the
crafts persons’ work involvement and the number of visiting tourists stopping into their cabins or
workshops. The crafts persons conducted their historic interpretations, crafts demonstrations, and
lessons while I visited.
The crafts persons-tourists interactions proved insightful. I found the crafts persons
generally interacted with me similar to the way they did with adult public visitors. The Village
crafts persons did not treat me with favor versus members of the public. Even during the
unplanned, informal visits, I found the crafts persons giving full demonstrations and/or complete
crafts making lessons. Only when they could do so, they turned to me and addressed my presence
with nods, smiles, or ‘hellos.’ The crafts persons retained artisan, historic, and even technical
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testimonies during conservations with me, as with other adult visitors. When addressing children
and youth, the crafts persons tended to simplify words and topics for easier understanding. Crafts
persons exercised social politeness and etiquette.

Documents
The executive director, crafts persons, and the Village’s limited archives presented me with
informative data in order to get a sense of history. The Village’s available archives of documents,
titled and untitled, scraps of paper with scribbled notes, old photos, and old newspaper clippings
from the Altoona Mirror, Johnstown Tribune Democrat, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and the local
Bedford Gazette, and various other artifacts coverage of the site’s history provided minimum data
for general background information. The executive director explained that he guarded the
Village’s remaining archives. His strict guardianship originated, in large part, to a fire that
destroyed an undetermined amount of documents, artifacts, and other materials. To fill gaps, I
contacted and then, visited the local newspaper office of the Bedford Gazette. The Bedford
Gazette staff allowed me unlimited access to their microfilm archives to supplement the Old
Bedford Village history.

Analysis
Ethnographic researchers advocate two additional realms of ethnography: ethnographic
techniques and data interpretation. Merriam (2001) described ethnographic techniques as
consisting of strategies employed in data collection processes featuring social order,
environments, or situations. Ethnography creates a sociocultural interpretation of study data
(Merriam, 2001). Ethnographers, in turn, interpret and make sense of “the shared beliefs,
practices, artifacts, folk knowledge, and behaviors of some group of people” (LeCompte, Preissle,
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& Tesch, 1993, pp. 2-3). Through this academic mode (see Fetterman, 1998), ethnography can
strengthen the generated meanings by triangulating data as much as possible for validity. In
addition to these steps, Fetterman (1998) recommended data triangulation for accuracy. This
simply implied testing one source of data against another source to understand a situation more
completely for accuracy as noted earlier in this chapter concerning methods of qualitative data
trustworthiness. By drawing on several data sources, a foundation emerged onto which an
ethnographer can build (Hoey, 2008).
During preliminary analyses, I engaged in procedures of reconstructive analyses. Ritchey
(2002) described this procedure as similar to organizing data patterns articulated by the subjects.
During early analysis stages, I coded my gathered data. Coding data aided in my analysis
processes to gain insights to activities, decision making processes, and interactions. Coding
involved tagging similar words, emerging data patterns or categories in order to make data
selection processes as efficient as possible during qualitative analysis to later extract themes and
other findings. When coding data, I coupled the gathered data with my theory and literature
discourse when possible. Codes formally connect field notes and transcribed data with theoretical
concepts (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996).
Coding greatly contributes to data processing. To minimize or avoid error, I organized
my notes, interview materials, and manually coded data as soon as possible after every participant
observation and interview. My study’s methods followed Fetterman’s (1998) examples of using
flowcharts and organizational charts to illustrate data connections and relationships for final data
interpretations. I would sketch connections between and among the crafts persons in matters of:
1) how they relate to one another, 2) what they stated, and 3) steps or phases of craft processes
that they participated and practiced.
Coding, flowcharts, organizational charts, and data tables were forms of data reduction in
this study’s analyses. Goetz and LeCompte (1994 - cited in AECT, 2001) suggested that as a
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study progresses, qualitative data become reduced and condensed. For instance, the researcher
suggests a theory at the beginning of the study and throughout the duration, checks, adjusts, and
builds the theory drawing on the emerging data patterns and themes (AECT, 2001). I followed in
similar process of comparing data (i.e., triangulating the gathered information), sorting and
aggregating, and placing the information in a logical order to help explain what was taking place
in the examined environment (see AECT, 2001), under the guidance of the conceptual elements
of community of practice.
For performing the advanced data analyses, I employed QSR International’s NVivo 9
qualitative data analysis software. I imported my interview transcripts into NVivo 9 and further
coded the responses in the computer software package. The NVivo 9 program allowed me to
simultaneously place the coded data into nodes. Nodes acted as files that hold related codes.
These nodes helped to organize the coded data in order to produce patterns and emerging themes.
For example, one of my data sets contained the crafts persons’ responses to the question of how
they identified themselves in the Village in terms of their roles, characters, and positions. Using
NVivo 9, I coded words, phrases, and even entire statements by highlighting each data reference
and then placing them into the created nodes. I organized the content of each node to best
represent an overall concept. Within NVivo 9, I created response data sets for each interview
question.
Using the noted example (see Appendix C Sample Screen Shot), in one of the data sets
called ‘Viewing Themselves,’ a node called ‘Identity’ held similar data that related to the
conceptual factor. Further, to achieve a holistic ethnographic approach, I added my coded
observation field notes for data enrichment and to gain further insight to the Old Bedford Village
activities. Upon advance data analysis, the node ‘Identity’ began to have two distinct patterns
forming. Attributes of ‘teaching’, ‘instruction’, and ‘demonstrating’, yielded a data pattern that
led to the theme of ‘Pedagogical Agents.’ Data patterns also referenced ‘Developing Skills’
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attributes of ‘expanded interests’, ‘considering themselves more proficient’ in personal and
professional aspects, and ‘improved methods’ in terms of craft making processes and to better
teach others. These patterns suggested the presence of the duality of participation and reification.
I described these phenomena further in Chapter 5, Findings.

Summary
Conventional ethnography allowed me to participate in hands-on activities - where
possible, conduct observations, and engage in friendly, semi-structured interviews. These
methods provided data leading to the ‘how’ Old Bedford Village functions as a context for ‘how’
and ‘why’ Village crafts persons learned their crafts. The Village’s presence in the Southern
Allegheny region suggested viable sources for: 1) employment opportunities, 2) tourism,
3) providing a setting for people to come together to preserve rural cultural heritage, crafts, and
4) to promote educational programs featuring historic narratives, craft making, and real-time live,
hands-on demonstrations. In the next chapter, I presented the profiles of the 17 Village crafts
persons. Their diverse backgrounds and educational and professional experiences added to the
rich interpretations of the overall Old Bedford Village environment.

Chapter 4

Community of Practice Context: The Crafts Persons
Introduction
Profiles of the Old Bedford Village crafts persons provided backgrounds and experiences
to enrich the description of personal and professional characteristics within the frame of
community of practice theory. I drew upon my observations, field notes and interview transcripts
to compile each profile. I wanted to present these perspectives from each of the 17 participant
crafts persons in order to indicate a little about who they were; for instance, what they deemed
important, what goals they set for themselves, what views they held and other related matters.
With each profile, I referenced the particular workshop by location number found in
Appendix A, Map of Old Bedford Village with Photo Directory. I did so in order that readers may
see the outward appearance of the workshops and learn the history regarding the indigenous
Bedford County structures. The connection between the character profiles and workshop images,
and other photos throughout this dissertation, allows the reader to envision the living history
environment.

Crafts Persons’ Profiles
I categorized the Village crafts persons’ gender, with a common pseudonym found in
Bedford County during colonial times. With each profile, I withheld unique, identifiable
participant descriptions due to confidentiality. This procedure followed Fetterman’s (1998)
guidance regarding pseudonyms. The following participant list (Table 4-1) presented the crafts
persons in order of recruitment.
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Table 4-1
Participants
___________________________________________________________
ID #
Crafts person
Pseudonym
___________________________________________________________
1
Potter
Zachery Barclay
2
Basket Weaver
Violet Cessna
3
Chandler
Tonya Donaldson
4
White (Tin) Smith
Sally Espy
5
Broom Maker
Renee Fraser
6
Weaver
Penny Griffith
7
Woodcarver
Nathan Hartley
8
Baker
Mary Johnson
9
Blacksmith
Lowell Keller
10
Historic Reenactor
Kyle Little
11
Gunsmith
Jerry McConnell
12
Storyteller
Hunter Nelson
13
Quilter
Gloria Palmer
14
Cooper
Franklin Riddle
15
Tailor
Douglas Schell
16
Stringed Instrument Maker
Christopher Taylor
17
Milliner
Bea Wertz
___________________________________________________________

Potter Zachery Barclay
I think that you have an obligation to interpret history as a historic craftsman for the
people who come in here. I think my role is to enlighten people about the pottery field…
What we are trying to do is to educate [visitors]. They could look at a finished product,
but do not have the knowledge of how it was made … the process. Here, they can see and
understand that there is a process to it.
Mr. Zachery Barclay’s original interests in coming to Old Bedford Village remained the same as
they had when he first came over five years ago; in particular, he promoted his craft by teaching
others. He believed his rewards returned to him first and foremost, in the satisfaction he felt in
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sharing knowledge and skills with others and second, from the supplemental income from his
craft sales.
Mr. Barclay threw and shaped clay in the Fisher House, workshop #34, during the
summer season. Throughout the other nine months of the year, Mr. Barclay held a primary
employment position elsewhere related to the education field. He commuted to the Village from a
neighboring county where his home shop was located. In his late 40s, he showed no signs of
slowing down and appeared full of energy. His enthusiasm seemed fueled from being the sole
potter in his family and from his exuberance in teaching others.
During each of the observation and interview sessions, I found Mr. Barclay wearing his
potter’s cap and muddied apron with the treadle wheel spinning. His hands formed the shape of
the raw clay into bowls, vessels, plates, and pots. His fingers pressed and formed detailed curves
and grooves. He often had the look of fresh excitement on his face as he interpreted the pottery
history and demonstrated the craft to Village tourists and school students. He continually repeated
his smiling pleasure with the completion of each clay item. He craft appeared to afford him much
delight.

Basket Weaver Violet Cessna
This year I helped with the basket guild. We went to the elementary school and we made
little small things, like this small basket. … It is important to still [weave baskets] … to
not let this go, meaning, not letting the craft disappear. … I think, for a while there,
nobody was doing this. This is something that I never learned in school and they are
teaching this in school now. … It is an art that fell away, but now is coming back.
Mrs. Violet Cessna, a mid-60 year old mother and grandmother was not shy about her passion for
basket and wheat weaving. Indeed, her original interests were to get back involved with a
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community of practice, after her children had grown, and participate in a traditional historic craft
practiced in the Southern Alleghenies region. She seldom profited financially from her baskets.
Despite monetary loss, she enjoyed contributing her art works to the Village for its benefit.
Mrs. Cessna was often found in the Furry’s Basket Shop, workshop #24. Although she
and her husband were retired from their primary employment positions, she preferred to work
only part-time, three days a week, eight hours a day, due to preferences of spending time with her
grown children and small grandchildren.
According to Mrs. Cessna, the creative aspect of weaving held great interests for her. She
decorated the basket shop with her created baskets of all shapes, sizes, and colors, along with
numerous materials, small hand tools, and resource materials. She once explained that these
displays aided in her teaching of school students and tourists. Her friendly dialogue and rapport
welcomed visitors.
She claimed teaching brightened her day and was among her favorite times spent at the
Village. While teaching, Mrs. Cessna first demonstrated the art of weaving using a partially
completed basket. Then, she permitted students to weave their small project, such as a reed basket
or wheat wreath. These experiential, hands-on sessions lasted between 20 to 30 minutes. Happy
students held their finished crafts and Mrs. Cessna smiled contently from knowing that she
contributed in others’ learning.

Chandler Tonya Donaldson
One of the things that I like the most is how close we are as teammates. The other thing
is, is about learning history. I love history now than before in my life. … Candle making
is important because children can learn what it is like to appreciate walking into a room
and turning on a light switch.
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Within The Chandler Shop, workshop #21, Ms. Tonya Donaldson manually operated the great
counter balance arm up and down. At its head, a rack of cotton wicks slowly acquired, coating
after coating, layers of wax from the vat immediately below.
This middle-aged, Bedford County native told me that she enjoyed giving back. A few
short years ago, she was in need of a job and housing for herself and her children after her
divorce. With few skills to offer employers, she was grateful to find both of her needs met at Old
Bedford Village when they called and solicited her talents and services. Not only did she obtain
the chandler position, she leased one of several residences to live in year-round.
Ms. Donaldson immediately settled into the vocation of candle making. Drawing on her
artistic background, she quickly began creating uniquely designed candles that tourists could say
came only from the Village. To keep up with the demand, Ms. Donaldson worked five days a
week for about five or six hours each day. Because of her friendly and outgoing attitude, Old
Bedford Village administrators called upon her to act as one of the hands-on crafts teachers. She
gladly accepted their request and taught school students how to dip candles by hand. At the
conclusion of class sessions, each of the students held the wick of their newly dipped, pencilsized candle.

White (Tin) Smith Sally Espy
I prefer to teach versus getting into character of the 1700s. Some people do that better
than me, so I teach the craft. I like reenacting and I like what I do. … I teach
[traditional] tin piercing during hands-on classes with school students. … I like it that we
are like a little community and we all work together and we can all talk and feed off of
each other’s ideas.
Earlier in the year, this mid-aged, married and mother of two, traded her Village receptionist
position for one in craft making. Due to the sudden passing of the former smith, the executive
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director approached Mrs. Espy one day and asked her if she would like to try the white (tin) smith
duties. Drawing on her own craft background with cookie cutter and quilt patterns, it was not long
until Mrs. Espy produced beautiful tin pierced lamp shades, wind chimes, cups, plates, and candle
holders.
Mrs. Espy shared that while she was not originally from Bedford County or even
Pennsylvania, she had grown fond of the Southern Alleghenies region and the slower pace of life.
At the Village, she liked the freedom to create her own ideas and see them materialize. The Tin
Shop, workshop #35, was filled with Mrs. Espy’s reproductions and original designs.
She once stated that one of her goals was to impart on her visitors how the early
American colonialists used an item fabricated from tin. She imparted a long list of items that were
once fabricated from tin. Drawing on her background of working with the public, she always tried
to connect her craft to the traditional American lifestyle through narrative and example using
crafts and craft demonstration.

Broom Maker Renee Fraser
The ability to rely on yourself as opposed to someone else [is important] even if it is
something as simple as broom making. If you do not have knowledge, then you’re lost.
Miss Fraser was an outspoken woman in her early 30s and a Bedford County native who, in the
course of our interactions, let me know she had firm opinions on everything from local news, to
world events, to the ‘end of days.’ She championed the ability to work with one’s hands to make
a living. Her work philosophy appeared to originate from her long line of family members
involved in general farming.
She came to Old Bedford Village eight years earlier looking for a job so that she could
contribute to the preservation of a disappearing rural lifestyle. Often standing barefoot in the
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Village Broom Shop, workshop #38, Miss Fraser found the craft of broom making much to her
liking. She worked about two days a week making brooms, and as needed, per scheduling of
hands-on classes.
Miss Fraser explained that while there was one way to make the brush part of a broom,
she challenged herself to create variations of the overall broom. For instance, she told me that she
could bring in from her home, a wide variety of fresh cut young trees and tree branches to make
all kinds of broom handles. These variations made unique looking brooms.
She laughed as she showed me her crooked ‘witch’ handled brooms that she made to sale
for Halloween. Miss Fraser elaborated that she taught herself many of the techniques and learned
broom making from trial and error methods. She experimented with methods until she found
which processes worked the best for her and the type of broom.

Weaver Penny Griffith
I am not looking for new ideas or designs. I am interested in history and I enjoy historical
work. I am interested in reproducing old patterns.
Ms. Penny Griffith found herself among those crafts persons with the most years of seniority as
employed at the Village. For Ms. Griffith, a woman in her late 50s, Old Bedford Village provided
an outlet for her craft making during the past 30 years. In recent years, she leased a log house and
lived in residence at the Village year-round. Old Bedford Village meant ‘home’ to her.
Prior to her employment, Ms. Griffith grew up and lived with her childhood family at
their home in one of the eastern counties in Pennsylvania. While growing up, her interests
centered on agriculture and country living. Her interests strengthened during her college years
when she majored in agriculture. Ms. Griffith reached a point in her early twenties when she
decided that the eastern counties were getting too crowded for her and so moved to Bedford
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County.
A friend introduced her to Old Bedford Village and so began her career. She learned her
craft of weaving by watching the first Village weaver and reading books. Much the same can be
said of the methods that she learned the art of spinning wool and of flax fibers.
Ms. Griffith worked in the Biddle House, workshop #1, and in the Gilson House,
workshop #33, spinning wool and/or flax yarn and weaving the yarns into fabric. She worked five
days a week with part of this time spent teaching experiential, hands-on classes. Ms. Griffith
commonly taught the history of weaving and mat weaving to school students. She wore her wirerimmed glasses at the bottom of her nose and looked over them as she inspected the accuracy of
the students’ work. Being somewhat reserved and a no-nonsense-type person, she once quipped
what she most liked about her crafts was, “Keeping history alive.”

Woodcarver Nathan Hartley
I just had a desire in my veins to create miniatures. I can’t understand it. Nobody else
does either, but I always loved wood.
Regularly, for over the past eight years, Nathan Hartley whittled away while telling Village
visitors Bedford County historical events ranging from times prior to the Revolutionary War to
the Civil War era. The jolly mid-70 year old never ceased to intrigue both the young and old as
history came alive through his narratives in the Heming House, workshop #12.
This Bedford County native had been associated, in one way or another, with Old
Bedford Village since its opening in 1976, when he participated as a recreational gentle man /
ranger reenactor. Upon retiring from his primary job, his life-long historical interests kept calling
him more intently. He began volunteering at the Village and his ties have grown deeply. Mr.
Hartley explained his sentiments as he spoke of the Old Bedford Village members as family.
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They were closely connected with each other just as if they would actually be part of his own
family in addition to his wife, grown children, and young grandchildren.
Mr. Hartley considered himself ‘a happy and luck soul.’ He deemed woodcarving a
relaxing pass time and did not think of it as work. He thought of woodcarving at the Village as a
medium for informal learning. People exchanged information. Additionally, Mr. Hartley summed
that the craft of woodcarving gave the public a chance to see how craftsmen performed the
practice in the past for making items such as wooden ship masts, clock frames, and even simply,
wooden toys for children.

Baker Mary Johnson
I like having to dress up. I like working with the public. I like working in this
environment. I love it that it is old. … The people are great!
Every weekday, during the past couple of years, Miss Johnson was found in the Feather’s Bakery,
workshop #15, mixing cookie batter and bread dough by hand. The best times to visit were during
baking times. Mouth-watering smells of fresh cookies and fresh wheat bread filled the bakery air
as the foods warmed and baked in the traditional ovens.
The young mid-20 year old, Bedford County native had a humble personality with her
baking talents. Sampling her baked goods, all were delicious, soft, and moist. The gingerbread
men and banana nut breads, as well as the snicker-doodle and the chocolate chip cookies, were
top sellers for the Village, much to the credit of Miss Johnson’s talents and recipes.
Miss Johnson explained that her grandmother taught her how to bake when she was a
young girl. Miss Johnson seemed comfortable working in the Village bakery because her
grandmother once worked in the very same shop as an earlier Village baker. When Miss Johnson
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was a young girl, around eight years old, so she estimated, her grandmother would bring her
along to the Village bakery. She spent the day helping and watching her grandmother as she made
her baked goods. Miss Johnson felt that it was somewhat of a family tradition to be a baker at Old
Bedford Village. Miss Johnson humbly commented once that she did not know all there was to
know about baking. She was still learning.

Blacksmith Lowell Keller
My craft [of blacksmithing] is becoming more and more of a lost art. I feel that this is my
way of preserving a part of history that could be possibly lost.
Mr. Lowell Keller appeared to be enjoying his first official year as Old Bedford Village
blacksmith. When he came to the Village during previous summers, he volunteered with other
reenactment organizations as either a British Highlander or a member of an American militia.
Genuinely friendly and quite articulate, Mr. Keller indicated that he interpreted blacksmithing at
another historic-based institution as a method to pay his way through college.
Most days of the week, Mr. Keller stoked the coal fires of the Antonson’s Blacksmith
Shop, workshop #28, and pounded metal on an anvil into various finished forms. He also leased
one of the available apartment lofts in the Village to live on-site.
Mr. Keller reenacted and further, volunteered his services to repair the Village’s
infrastructure for satisfaction and to pass time. He shared that working and living in Old
Bedford Village seemed like he was living in another, earlier time in American history.
He explained that he was originally from a small town in western Pennsylvania and that it
was primarily a rural farming community. In his early 20s, he looked forward to spending the rest
of his life being a reenactor, portraying historical roles, and keeping history alive. Mr. Keller
described his involvement with the Village as ongoing learning experiences where he learned
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something new every day.

Historic Reenactor Kyle Little
About 30 years ago, … I started as a reenactor in the Western Rocky Mountain fur
traders reenactors. After a while, I started research on the French and Indian War in
Pennsylvania. My latest passion is the Old West. It is great to be ‘12 years old’ and
play cowboys and Indians.
In his early 70s, Mr. Kyle Little loved to live out and interpret history and had been doing so at
Old Bedford Village for over the past five years. He volunteered just about every day during
morning hours in the visitors’ Welcome Center. Living in a nearby Bedford County town, the
commute to the Village was an easy one.
In addition to reenacting, Mr. Little enjoyed meeting the Village visitors and sharing
historic knowledge. He used various teaching methods due to people learning best through
different manners. For instance, Mr. Little sometimes distributed printed literature to Village
visitors along with his narrative interpretations of a historic event. He often dressed in character
attire and mingled with students, visitors, and tourists in the Village so that they could see what a
common colonial man would wear and the gear he would have with him. Mr. Little summed that
educating people using these methods was important in passing on knowledge.
Mr. Little was not a supporter of certain television programs that attempted to reproduce
life over the past 200 years. Once, he argued that television programs did not reflect the accuracy
of the way life really was lived and that historic events were altered for the dramatic flair to
appeal to the public. He firmly believed in portraying life as it really happened, “… because if we
don’t do that, people will not know what was realistic in terms of history interpretation.”
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Gunsmith Jerry McConnell
We are losing our heritage. Now, there are expectations. Young people now a days don’t
know how to do this. They don’t know the tools. Sometimes you have to make your own
tools to do a job.
For over 36 years, Mr. McConnell made hand-crafted rifles that have been sold to individuals all
across the United States. A native Bedford County resident, Mr. McConnell participated at the
Village, demonstrating his talents in gunsmithing. After retiring for his primary job over a decade
ago, he sought to fill his time with the hobby that he held dear. Old Bedford Village provided him
the perfect opportunity to do so.
Commuting to the Village was not a problem from his rural home in the County.
However, being in his early 80s, Mr. McConnell admitted to slowing down a bit physically and
came to the Village on the average, two days per week to work in the Village Gun Shop,
workshop #31. He spent most of his free time in his home workshop where the bulk of his
personal tools, equipment, and supplies were located.
Gunsmithing held his interests because not only did he work skillfully with his hands,
he still found the work challenging and satisfying. Mr. McConnell shared that the gun carvings
and inlays were challenges to perfect.
Mr. McConnell was a friendly individual and easily approachable. Mr. McConnell
wanted to teach Village visitors aspects that they asked of and wanted to learn more about. He
indicated that while he had a vast knowledge of the field, the knowledge he wished to impart was
generally based on the specific questions posed. He explained:
It depends on the person you are talking with. It would depend on how interested the
person is and how much the person knows. I do not want to bore them. I tell them the
level of knowledge that they want.
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Mr. McConnell communicated effectively with the public as they visited his workshop. He honed
his gunsmithing skills, as well as his teaching skills, based on his experiences over the years.

Storyteller Hunter Nelson
I think it is so easy for us to lose sight of our history. Old Bedford Village, and myself as
an interpreter in it, has a certain role to play which is to alert, remind, and to educate
people to Bedford County, Pennsylvania and our nation’s history.
Mr. Hunter Nelson, being in his late 40s, was one of the few members who strolled throughout
the Village greeting visitors, interpreting the various displayed artifacts on Village grounds,
including his character attire, and telling historic stories of the region. He came a long way in
terms of his knowledge of the locality in six years when he and his family moved to Bedford
County from an eastern Pennsylvanian county.
Despite having to learn the local history of Bedford County and of western Pennsylvania,
he held prior interests in and knowledge of historic reenactment. For instance, he portrayed
historic characters including a British Royal Highlander, a common British Redcoat, and an
American colonist.
When seeing him in character attire of a British Redcoat, the six-foot-plus ‘soldier,’ at
first, appeared the formidable foe. In spite of his seriousness about history and his roles that he
portrayed, he remained cordial and open to questions and requests from the visiting public. He
seemed pleased to pose for photographs when asked by visitors. He believed that in doing so, the
photo would represent meaningful information for the visitor to remember what they saw as well
as related memories of the moments throughout the day.
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Quilter Gloria Palmer
An appreciation of what is being done [is important]. There is more to it than sewing
little pieces of material together. There is color. You got to match colors of the pieces.
Then, you need to decide the pattern to quilt the layer together after it is done.
Mrs. Gloria Palmer explained the process behind the art and science of quilting. She shared such
facts of quilting from over her 30 years of engaging in the craft. As a wife, mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Palmer stressed the need to keep needles and thread handy. In her mid-60s,
she shared that her mother taught her how to sew when she was about six years old. Within the
Egolf Farm House, workshop #25, Mrs. Palmer displayed some of her quilts to Village visitors as
she draped them over chairs, quilt racks, clothes lines, stretched them on quilt frames, and spread
them out on top of beds.
While not originally from Bedford County, Mrs. Palmer, her husband, and their children
moved here from an eastern Pennsylvanian county decades ago due to her husband’s job location.
Mrs. Palmer further explained that Old Bedford Village was an ideal site for her to publically
demonstrate quilting, display the results of her practice, and tell the visiting public about the
craft’s history and how quilts played a role in family life in the early American culture. She told
of how quilts bonded individuals and how the quilts illustrated care for one another. For example,
women members of families presented quilts as gifts to symbolize friendship, welcoming a
newborn baby, a marriage, birthday and/or anniversary celebrations, and for common needs of
warmth against the chill of night.

Cooper Franklin Riddle
Well, I am a craftsman. … I tell the people about coopering and any other topic if they
ask, and if I can, based on my experiences.
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Mr. Franklin Riddle, mid-60s, was a no-nonsense, tell-it-like-it-is person. He came to Old
Bedford Village over a decade ago, from a county in eastern Pennsylvania looking for a place to
demonstrate the craft of coopering. As with some of the other Village crafts persons, the living
history museum proved a perfect setting for him and his craft, in part, because no other living
cooper practiced the craft in the Southern Alleghenies region.
Nearly every day of the week, and occasionally on Saturdays, Mr. Riddle worked with
wood, his traditional tools, and equipment in the Egolf Farm Shed, workshop #25A. He also
operated his own private cooper smith business from his home workshop year-round. At the
Village, however, he enjoyed demonstrating coopering and educating the public because he
believed that coopering was becoming so rare and not many people were aware of the discipline.
Dressed in colonial attire covered with a leather apron, Mr. Riddle recalled that he was
always interested in woodcrafts and restoring wooden items, even as a boy. Through his adult
years, he joined several historical societies and related organizations to enhance his professional
knowledge and networking. He contended that he came a long way professionally, from his
earlier times of originally studying and learning from a Pennsylvania Dutchman; although, he
remained open to any new coopering information or items.
In addition to meeting and teaching his workshop visitors, Mr. Riddle found satisfaction
in the challenge of making a wooden craft item with great accuracy, with only his hands and
simply hand tools. He gained fulfillment when a new pail, bucket, tub, barrel, or even wooden
canteen holds water without leaking. He knew, at that point, he had done his job well.

Tailor Douglas Schell
I was interested in military reenactment. When I first learned about Old Bedford Village,
I was reenacting military roles from colonial history. So, my interests were based on
appreciation of historical knowledge.
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Mr. Douglas Schell engaged in his second year of employment at Old Bedford Village. He kept
his tailor shop orderly and clean in the Fungaroli House, workshop #3. As a bachelor in his late
40s, he explained about knowing how to live alone and keeping proper organization. He moved
into an available cabin on Village grounds and has been a year-round resident. He occasionally
took weekends off from his work to travel.
While Mr. Schell made and sewn men’s colonial reenactment and military attire, by hand,
for modest dollar amounts, he held another part-time position off-site for supplemental income.
The fluctuations in his income, throughout the year, were issues he dealt with as matters of fact.
He liked what he was doing and had no complaints. He once shared that he was interested in
men’s fashions, reenactments, and ‘playing colonial soldier’ since he was a small boy. He was
living his childhood dream.
Even with all of his years’ worth of experience in tailoring, Mr. Schell admitted to
making mistakes at times. However, he stressed that he took note and learned from the errors. Mr.
Schell summed that he learned best through trial and error for what works best in historic
interpretation and with interactions with the public. He behaved rather quiet and shy, although
polite and courteous. His personality was not so open either when visitors came into his workshop
compared to the other crafts persons.
Mr. Schell would often times remain silent until the visitors first would speak. His overall
talents as an historic interpreter were not as welcoming and sociable as were the other Village
crafts persons’ mannerisms. Despite the initial reserve nature, Mr. Schell’s tailoring appeared
enough to counter his weakness in public relations.
He worked five days a week and sometimes all seven days depending on requests for
clothing orders received by other reenactors. Mr. Schell used authentic fabrics, such as wool,
linen, and leather, for the clothing that he makes. He once stated that he preferred to use genuine
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brass buttons, but they were expensive. Sometimes he opted to use wooden or seashell buttons on
common clothing where possible to minimize the expense while still looking original.

Stringed Instrument Maker Christopher Taylor
What I am doing is my hobby. I am showing the public a craft from beginning to end so
they have a sense of knowledge of how things were made in the old days.
Mr. Christopher Taylor first came to Old Bedford Village six years ago. During his first three
years, his assignment was a strolling reenactor throughout the Village. In recent years, he sought
and gained approval to open the Dulcimer Shop, workshop # 16. Mr. Taylor took the Corner
Shop and filled it with a variety of common (e.g., violins, guitars, and harps) and uncommon
(e.g., cellos, dulcimers, and a hammer dulcimer) stringed musical instruments.
As an owner of another off-site business, Mr. Taylor professed to love his musical
instruments the most. He found himself among three generations in his family when it came to
making musical instruments. He recalled making his first stringed instrument, an electric guitar,
when he was 15 years old. He was in his mid-60s during this study. Many decades have been
devoted to his selected craft. Mr. Taylor seemed pleased with his life and the fine instruments that
he made by hand.
A nationally known artisan in his field, he continued to look for challenges. For instance,
he researched sources for authentic tools used in the making of musical instruments. Mr. Taylor
lamented that due to the passage of time and loss of design instructions, some specialty hand tools
used centuries ago in Europe, no longer existed.
Mr. Taylor maintained his own personal goals … those of enlightening the public on
tradition. Interpreting the original methods provided direction in his desires to stay at Old
Bedford Village. He believed it good to show young people how items were made so that
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knowledge can be passed forward to the younger generations.

Milliner Bea Wertz
I have been an historical interpreter for almost 40 years. … I like the fact that I am
teaching people skills they could use if they ever need to. ... So, you have to judge who
you are demonstrating to and what they want to see.
The authoritarian character of Mrs. Bea Wertz and her zeal could not be contained. Her passion
for the traditional ways of life and historic interpretation emanated from her very being. As a wife
and mother, this mid-50 year old was, to say the least, ardent to the point of being fervent about
anything related to history. She had been associated with Old Bedford Village for nearly a decade
and held most of the traditional, female-oriented positions in the Village at one time or another.
Due to occasional need, Mrs. Wertz sometimes covered the Fungaroli House, workshop
#3, when the tailor was away as the Village seamstress and sometimes covered the Feather’s
Bakery, workshop #15, when the baker was off for the day. She enjoyed all aspects of the living
history museum and was always willing to participate where and as needed. Mrs. Wertz promoted
her work ethic as, “If there are things that need to be done, I’m not one of those who quit when
the clock says its quitting time. I quit when the job is done.” Her approach reflected her strong
work ethic and devotion to the Village’s goals and objectives for task completion.
Mrs. Wertz seemed to gain satisfaction at the Village from interacting with the visiting
public. She commented, “The people, the visitors, and the school students, and practicing my
crafts... It gives me opportunities to constantly remember how to do my crafts. It keeps me on the
top of my game.” Based on her overall demeanor, Mrs. Wertz cared about the traditional crafts
she and others practiced at Old Bedford Village, and the visitors that came to learn.
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Summary
Demographically, of the 17 crafts persons, five originated from Bedford County. The
majority migrated to Bedford County for varying reasons. Work hours and number of days
worked per week varied. Seven crafts persons claimed to belong to a club or guild. These crafts
persons associated with other organized cohorts and exchanged information and/or new ideas
about their crafts. Village crafts persons expressed a concern for preserving and enhancing the
infrastructure and stated a need for more historic interpreters and varied crafts and craft makers.
Overall, each of the Old Bedford Village crafts persons thought it important to continue
their unique crafts of historical reenactments using traditional trades and tasks as mediums to
interpret and explain vanishing knowledge of the past. A commonly voiced concern held that
members of the public, in general, should be made aware of how the traditional crafts were made
and used and that the public ought to know some of the facts and events of early American
history. For example, seven crafts persons believed it was essential to remember the past and to
keep history alive. Eight championed keeping craft knowledge alive. Others shared multiple
reasons including an appreciation for the traditional tools, equipment, and methods and an
appreciation for the evolution of technology. Additionally, preservation and conservation of
cultural heritage resounded with each as important components to Old Bedford Village. They
maintained hope for the Village’s continued existence in order to present Bedford County’s living
history museum in such a manner which: 1) provided educational hands-on learning programs, 2)
aided in cultural and historic preservation, 3) existed as a tourist destination, and 4) contributed to
community and economic development.

Chapter 5

Findings
Introduction
This findings chapter presented analyzed study results from collected data gathered at
Old Bedford Village. The generated findings correspond with concepts previously introduced and
discussed in the literature chapter and will be presented in similar order. I began with sharing data
that indicate elements of a community of practice model, including domain, community, and
practice. I noted the Village’s community of practice indicators and structural characteristics.
Additionally, I shared findings that lent support for situated learning criteria and the related
contextual contributors. I shared data indicating crafts persons’ legitimate peripheral participation
activities and trajectory movements about the Village community. Negotiation of meaning,
through the participation and reification duality, indicators emerged, suggesting support for
learning and skills development among the crafts persons. Data patterns revealed other indicators
of tension, including the dualities of design and emergent processes, local and global actions, and
identification and negotiability actions. From computer analyses, data patterns yielded eight
major themes that addressed this study’s community of practice framed research questions.

Old Bedford Village as a Community of Practice
Study data emerged suggesting Old Bedford Village fit the community of practice model,
including the elements of domain, community, and practice. Crafts persons working together with
common, like-minded effort, to keep alive traditional, rural American cultural knowledge
indicated domain. Purposeful relationships and interactions suggested community. Crafts persons
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exhibited practice through their overall craft of reenactments and interpretations using traditional
crafts and crafts making processes as mediums. Study data provided evidence for this community
of practice. Specifically, five areas of supportive evidence emerged that indicated Old Bedford
Village crafts persons shared:
1) interests in history as part of their job,
2) promoting authenticity as part of their positions within the Village,
3) fulfilling roles as pedagogical agents,
4) interactions with the public, including school students and tourists, and
5) helping one another.
Old Bedford Village crafts persons shared interests in history through mediums of
reenactments and historic crafts interpretations. The blacksmith commented from his perspective
on presenting traditional, rural America once found in the Southern Alleghenies:
It is really based on what I am interested in. I choose to represent a smith during the
American Revolution, in the backcountry here. [Bedford County] really was typical
wilderness in the backcountry and I like to represent that here. … There are so many
traits represented here. A lot of other historic sites … is just a tour. Here, you get to
meet and talk with people that are tradesmen who do this every day and they know a
lot about what and where their craft came from. It is really wonderful to be able to
have all kinds of different people here to preserve history like this. You don’t see a lot
of crafts like this in one site … the broom maker, the cooper … I’ve never seen a
cooper at any site other than this. I’ve never seen one in a shop working … a tailor …
We do so many special events represented here at one central site.
The cooper interpreted his individual craft specialty bearing in mind history (Figure 5-1):
I try to reproduce items as were made 200 years ago in cooper smith shops, for example,
wooden barrels, wooden pails, buckets, small dippers, clothes pins / pegs, wooden
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canteens, and wooden yokes.

Figure 5-1: Sampling of woodcrafts made by the Old Bedford Village cooper.

History and historic accuracy became part of the crafts persons’ positions at Old Bedford
Village that further fulfilled their roles as educators. For instance, the tailor remarked about
preserving authentic heritage methods:
Expense plays a part in the factor. Brass buttons are nice for the uniforms. The need of
something versus the expense is based on practicality. Also, in doing military
demonstrations, I will show the visiting public the flint-lock rifle and show the
mechanisms to it on how it works. It is a completely out-of-date skill.
The historic reenactor said of the Village’s accuracy and education mission:
It has a very good representation. We have some very historic buildings out there that fit
into our time frame. Old Bedford Village wants to play a role in the educational system
and help in educating those who come to visit.
The quilter’s views supported the historic reenactor:
I think we do to the best of our ability. I think that reenactments add to that. Those people
who are specialized in the area that they present … that helps with special events. We
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have some very talented people here that give out some very good information.
The historic reenactor shared his thoughts on his reenactment and pedagogical efforts:
Education is important to pass on knowledge. People come and go. We need to continue
with reenacting.
The gunsmith carefully considered visitors to his shop. He provided information and craft
demonstration to satisfy the visitors’ interests. The gunsmith noted:
I like to give them something what they understand and answer any questions that they
have. Different people have different levels of understanding. I won’t go into great detail
with someone who is not interested or does not know about gunsmithing. I might be
boring them. When the person is interested, then I go into more detail.
The milliner stated that what she demonstrated depended on her audience:
I generally go into more detail with the demonstrations with school students and the
educational programs than I do with the general public. [The students] are a captive
audience and they are there to learn something. With hands-on learning, it is my belief
that you are going to remember what you have done versus something that you have
been told.
Additionally, the milliner saw herself and others continuing with their crafts of historical
reenactments and interpreting to aid their pedagogical roles:
As long as society is still functional, I can see there will be a place for people who know
what we do and be willing to teach it. We have to be better at teaching and we have to
be better at putting up with people’s idiosyncrasies.
She stressed overcoming cultural ethnocentrism. She did not want the contemporary, fast-paced
world ‘looking down’ on what Old Bedford Village had to offer and she warned against the
Village members becoming closed-minded. The milliner suggested keeping diversity, “We can
learn from one another leading to improved understanding.”
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The weaver employed instructional methods that enticed long-term learning:
Since I do a variety of things, my main goal is to try to light a spark. If I can just bring
one point to them, they can get interested. They could leave here and go home and
Google it on the internet, especially kids. Ten years down the road, they could say that
they remember that and it bears fruit.
Old Bedford Village’s crafts persons community of practice involved being interactive
among the public visitors. Learning processes occurred for the Village visitors and to the crafts
persons. The weaver indicated these phenomena as she noted her own development:
I would have never been able to stand up in front of people to talk to them 20 years ago
and to the school children and to the guests. I would try to read them and pick up on
their interests and talk to them. I learned to read people. I always try to be aware of
people’s expressions and body language and signals and then, in the actual craft and
help them do better as they make an item. I also try to think of ways in my classes of
how to make the learning of the craft easier and efficient for the students to learn.
In addition to educational reasons, Old Bedford Village crafts persons interacted with the public
also for economic reasons. As discussed later in this findings chapter, economic development
factors played a role in the living history museum’s existence and for the employment of the
crafts persons. Study data indicated that certain crafts and their demonstration processes attracted
visitors more than other crafts. Drawing on economic outcomes, Old Bedford Village
administration acted on these factors for growth and success of the living history museum. The
storyteller detailed his observations of the externally born changes incorporated from over the
years:
Look at the level of interest … that will tell you which cultural artifacts and heritage
methods you should retain and which ones you should pass on. Let me give you a good
illustration. The blacksmith … okay, what constitutes a blacksmith? Hammer, anvil,
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steel, fire, dirt, leather apron, … the horse shoes … All of these kinds of things we can
associate with a blacksmith. It is physical. It is visual. It’s noisy. It has all of your
senses … even the heat of the fire (Figure 5-2). You are using all of your senses.
People will stay longer with the blacksmith than all of the other crafts.

Figure 5-2: Blacksmith stoking the fire to make ready for metalwork.

On the other hand and of the scale, [we] had a very talented lady come here, a volunteer,
who was a lace maker … made lace. If you are familiar with the methodology used,
basically it is with linen thread and then, maybe 50 or 60 of these weights which were
made of wood, they measure two or three inches long, the diameter of a pencil and you
would tie a thread to each of these weights and by various patterns and crossing over, you
could make the beautiful lace. People would come up to her and she was a very amenable
character, very nice woman. They would stand about for maybe 30 seconds just looking
at it, because they could not see just what was happening fast enough to be really
entertained and entertain is key here. You pay your money at Disney World to be
entertained. You’re paying your money when you come here to Old Bedford Village to
be entertained. So, [the lace making] wasn’t visual enough. They loved the product that
was there. Indeed, [the public] bought [the lace] in the gift shop, but [lace making] wasn’t
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visual enough.
In sum, the lace maker could not make enough lace to sale to profit the Village and justify her
taking up use of a cabin workshop. The workshop would be more profitable for another type of
crafts person and traditional craft to interpret and demonstrate to the public.
Within Old Bedford Village, study data indicated the crafts persons assisted one another
in Gemeinschaft spirit. (I discuss a detailed example of Gemeinschaft in the Community of
Practice Structural Characteristics section; see p. 90.) The community of practice members
appeared to have overall positive and purposeful relationships with one another. They helped one
another in times of need. They learned from one another. The cooper shared his thoughts about
Village members:
I like the people here and the interaction with the visitors. By the people, I mean the
personnel, the other crafts persons and the administration.
The whitesmith commented during her interview:
I like it that we are like a little community. And, we all work together and we can talk
and feed off of each other’s ideas.
The chandler described her sentiments:
One of the things that I like the most is how close we are as teammates. The other thing
is about learning history. I love history now than before in my life! Now, I just want to
learn more and more and more! I love it! And in part, the people … new people. I love
meeting people. … It’s great!
These five areas of evidence supported the presence of community of practice model
elements domain, community, and practice. Interests in and promotion of history and historic
accuracy suggested the presence of domain. Roles as pedagogical agents suggested presence of
practice through reenactments and craft making interpretations. Purposeful and meaningful
interactions with the public, and moreover themselves, suggested the model element of
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community. Combined, a community of practice model existed at Old Bedford Village. These
data further contributed to other attributes and to data patterns that expanded into themes later
identified in this chapter.

Community of Practice Presence at Old Bedford Village: Indicators
From the literature reviewed in Chapter 2 (see p. 13), Wenger (1998) noted 14 common
indicators which represent the presence of a community of practice. Old Bedford Village, crafts
persons shared with me through conversations that communal-type relations existed among
themselves. During informal conversations they explained that they commonly got together for
mass meetings and to mingle with each other nearly daily for craft making activities. I also
witnessed crafts persons congregating and either discussing and/or engaging in craft activities.
Given Village membership total of approximately 20 crafts persons and the manageable
geographic size of the Village, instructions, news, information, and gossip traveled quickly.
Crafts persons informal conversations with me confirmed this common indicator posed by
Wenger (1998). I witnessed the crafts persons interacting daily. Again, through informal
conversations with me, they attest to remembering and recalling past conversations and tasks
easily. They appeared to have excellent rapport among themselves. I witnessed the crafts persons
acting professional while engaging directly to ameliorate or solve an issue. Through informal
conversations and due to the limited staff size, the veteran crafts persons knew who belonged to
the Village and who did not, and they seemed to know, to some extent, information about one
another, especially the veteran crafts persons, on a Gemeinschaft level of familiarity. I witnessed
their ownership of distinct tools, equipment, and most, if not all, of the needed resources for their
crafts on-site. Drawing on formal and informal conversations, the Village crafts persons were
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aware of or knew well the local history and related stories of the immediate and surrounding
areas.
They appeared to have their own references and diction as I gathered during fieldwork. I
witnessed their daily attire and dress styles representing community of practice membership and
to the colonial-themed Village. From my observations, the common dialogue generally contained
patterns of preserving history and educating visitors with their crafts within the Old Bedford
Village environment.
As Wenger (1998) noted, there can be three exempting community of practice
interactions (see Chapter 2, p. 14). Within Old Bedford Village, I found support of these
exempting indicators. Through informal conversations, veteran crafts persons were not intimately
familiar with the newer crafts persons and vice versa. The crafts persons appeared to contribute to
the Village’s goals of education and entertainment; however, I discovered from casual, informal
discussions with the executive director, they did not assess or evaluate one another’s actions or
activities. I witnessed through observations that the Village’s repertoire was not entirely produced
locally and/or some not on Village property. During the interview sessions, I learned that either
the Village administrators or some of the crafts persons directly purchased needed common
resources (e.g., special cooking ingredients, metal gun barrels, coal, and broomcorn, to list a few)
from neighboring towns and from other states.

Community of Practice Structural Characteristics
Old Bedford Village possessed the five structural characteristics as identified by Wenger,
McDermott, and Snyder (2002):
1) a common promotion of a product or service as part of their purpose and mission,
2) members volunteer and/or self-select themselves for projects,
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3) blurred boundaries regarding division of administrative positions and community of
practice memberships,
4) existing Gemeinschaft perspectives, and
5) blurred movement in time when an interest began and often remains ongoing.
Based on Old Bedford Village’s mission statement, the first structural characteristic materialized.
According to office archives, the Village’s mission was to represent rural life between 1750 and
the early 1900s in Bedford County by employing educational methods, historic-based
interpretations, and various entertaining displays. The crafts persons participated and experienced
practices that fulfilled all of these aspects stated in the mission due to the nature of their positions
within the Village.
In terms of filling roles and taking on community of practice responsibilities, findings
indicated that crafts persons volunteered or agreed to accept an invitation to fill a role. None of
the crafts persons stated that administration forced them to take a position within the community
of practice. For example, when positions became vacant, talk would spread throughout the
Village. Word would get back to the executive director. The executive director would then
approach crafts persons and solicit their interests regarding taking on a new role before he would
publically advertise the open position. The chandler, broom maker, and whitesmith shared that
this was how they came into their present positions. The chandler recalled her early experiences
at the Village:
[The executive director] was the one who suggested about candle making. … It was
easy for me. I am artistically inclined. … He was the one who actually brought me out
and he came in and spent the whole day with me and he showed me how to do it. … It
was very easy of course, so I was always afraid of messing something up. And, he said
that nobody can hurt candles. You can’t mess up candles.
The broom maker shared her experiences:
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Literally, [the executive director] said to me, ‘Do you want to try [broom making]?’
And I said, ‘Sure!’ And, I took one apart and said, ‘Hey! I can do this!’ I needed a
challenge. This was about two years ago.
The whitesmith stated that she held another position in the Welcome Center when the executive
director approached her. Aware of her talents with patterns, the executive director offered her a
trial position at white smithing. She found it to her liking. She still volunteers, when needed, in
her former Welcome Center position and in the Bakery.
Blurred boundaries often existed between crafts persons and administrative staff at Old
Bedford Village with the exception of some of the clearly identified higher administrative
positions. Yet, sometimes some of the board of directors and the executive director dressed and
adapted colonial characters to contribute in the overall function of the Village. The crafts persons,
such as the gunsmith, blacksmith, cooper, and basket weaver, shared that they ventured to other
communities of practice and took part in their activities. Five of the crafts persons belonged to
other craft guilds and/or professional organizations, and at times, gathered informally to discuss
their respective crafts.
A Gemeinschaft atmosphere existed at Old Bedford Village. As I discussed in a theme,
presented later in this chapter, the crafts persons tended to display cordial one-to-one, personal
relationships. For an example, while conducting fieldwork during my first season, I observed the
chandler approaching the blacksmith with her son’s broken crutch. In addition to both working as
Village crafts persons, the chandler and blacksmith were friends and literally, residential
neighbors in the Village. The chandler knew the blacksmith’s kind and charitable personality and
talents. Likewise, knowing the background of the chandler and her family members, he willingly,
without hesitation, repaired the youth’s crutch at no charge.
The fifth structural characteristic of a blurred beginning was present within and about the
Village. Officially, Old Bedford Village has a traceable history. However, what became blurred
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were the beginnings of the crafts and those who practiced them. With the exception of the
chandler, broom maker, and the whitesmith, all of the other crafters recalled a general time when
they officially participated in a craft activity, but were unable to identify the moment when their
interests were born. Some of the Village crafts persons, like the baker, wood carver, and stringed
instrument maker, had been raised with the craft activities and these craft activities remained
ongoing in their lives. The crafts were ongoing phenomena in the lives of all of the crafts persons
and within the Old Bedford Village community of practice.

Situated Learning Criteria and Contributors
Situated learning appeared to occur at Old Bedford Village and fulfilled the identified
four criteria noted in the literature chapter. The first criterion stated that learning was grounded in
the community of practice’s daily activities. Based on my observations and interviews, crafts
persons engaged in craft preparation and fabrication activities everyday as the Village was open
to the public and even when the Village was closed to visitors. Crafts persons performed such
daily activities in order to accomplish their goal of making crafts and keeping history alive. I
addressed this matter in detail, in the theme section later in this chapter, along with the inclusion
of crafts persons’ quotes on how and why they perceived the learning processes.
Second, situated learning resulted from within a location and its associated circumstances
such that knowledge can be transferred. Crafts persons related to me that this phenomenon
happens daily. When students and tourists visited their workshops and cabins, crafts persons
imparted knowledge. The crafts persons often told the history of their respective craft fields. The
students and visitors left the site with newly gained memories and information.
A third criterion supported the presence of situated learning that involved learning from
interactional processes. Old Bedford Village encouraged and promoted hands-on learning
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activities when safe and appropriate to do so. For instance, the whitesmith had ready sheets of tin,
patterns, wood mallets, and nails for students and visitors to make craft items. The whitesmith
discussed and demonstrated the craft. Then, she invited students and visitors to participate by
undertaking a craft project of a tin piercing. All of the crafts persons lectured and performed a
demonstration before allowing anyone to work the craft. This procedure helped insure
competency. The basket weaver, chandler, and the weaver also practiced experiential, hands-on
methods. The other crafts persons typically taught by lecture and simultaneous demonstration
methods due to space, time, and/or public safety and health issues.
The fourth criterion of situated learning required learning activities, experiences, and
opportunities presented throughout the community of practice. Old Bedford Village fulfilled this
criterion. From displayed artifacts to physically engaging activities, everyone learned from the
exhibits, social and educational interactions, and even from the reconstructed rural colonial
environment.
Findings indicated situated learning contributors at Old Bedford Village consisted of: 1)
daily activities and social interactions, 2) the overall setting that encompasses the community of
practice, 3) the context in the form of the instructional environment within each of the workshops,
cabins, and museum displays, and 4) the educational content including activity-generated learning
processes and the resulting experiences. Drawing from my fieldwork, Village crafts persons
taught and guided one another, the school students, and the general visiting public.

Legitimate Peripheral Participation Activity
The concept of legitimate peripheral participation involved advancing degrees of
community of practice memberships, interactions, and skill levels. Participation progression and
trajectory movements were interpreted for the 17 crafts persons. This section viewed community
of practice by periphery, middle sphere, and the master-inner core. Three of the Old Bedford
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Village crafts persons fell at the periphery: the whitesmith, the blacksmith, and the tailor. During
my first season, I found the whitesmith and the blacksmith in their first year of practice at their
craft. The tailor was in his second year. The whitesmith and tailor returned during my second
season of fieldwork and appeared to be on an inbound trajectory movement toward full
community membership. The blacksmith moved on with his life in a different path other than at
the Village. From discussions with the blacksmith, he was dedicated to his craft field and
interpreting history as a reenactor. During an interview, he explained his enthusiasm for the
blacksmith craft:
What I like most about my craft is that it is becoming more and more of a lost art and
I feel that this is my way of preserving a part of history that could possibly be lost
forever. … I like the fact that I can make just about anything that I need … and I love
reenacting! A lot of things that I need for reenacting, I can make here in the shop.
Any type of tool for making other things, I can make here in the shop. In the shop, I
like to do military items. I make musket tools in the old manner like in the American
Revolution, different types of cooking utensils, iron spatulas, triangles and the tripods
to hang pots off of. I make tent pegs for the soldiers to keep their tents down. Knife
blades … I make knife blades in the eighteenth century manner and use a certain type
of tempering and cooling process. I make nails and pegs. Two hundred years ago,
pounding out a piece of metal to make a spike with a metal head on … my spikes are
being used for the fort.
I do a lot of volunteer work. A lot of hours that aren’t on the payroll. … I put in a lot
of volunteer hours with a lot of other great guys here and some of the civil war reenactors
who came up and helped. … This place really provides a haven for guys like me and
other military reenactors to come in … a really good environment … where [reenactors]
can actually come and do what they do best and that is interpret historical events and
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historical persons.
In the end, the blacksmith actions qualified for periphery trajectory (see Wenger, 1998). His
individual skills developed from experiences and knowledge learned during his first year at the
Village. Based on his interview responses and the definitions of the five trajectories, such as his
involvement in historic interpretation and the reenactment community, the blacksmith also
engaged in boundary trajectory movements. Drawing on Wenger (1998), boundary trajectory
indicated that an individual creates networks between and among other communities of practice
and gains and shares knowledge. Boundary trajectory may have contributed to his failure in not
returning to the Village the following year. For example, his interests in the reenacting
communities or even, other employment opportunities, may have pulled him away from the
Village.
Five crafts persons qualified as belonging at the middle sphere within the community of
practice’s membership and activity level. The basket weaver, chandler, broom maker, baker, and
milliner had been practicing their respective crafts and formally engaging in Village activities
from between three and ten years. Each of these five crafts persons appeared to be on an insider
trajectory based on Wenger’s (1998) context of community of practice membership growth and
involvement movements. Drawing on theory (see Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998),
participants’ skill development would be enhanced due to the accumulating experiences and
knowledge that contribute to their individual membership in the community of practice. For
instance, the basket weaver recalled:
[The executive director] asked me if I would be interested in making baskets and I did not
know if I could do it. So, the lady that was into pottery, at one-time, showed me how to
do the main weaving and I just took it from there. I practiced and got hooked.
The chandler focused on her desire to be involved with a craft based on the respect for the work
of other crafts persons:
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Well, I was very interested in doing a craft … because I do admire craft people out there
and I thought it would be great to learn a craft. … [Here, at the Village,] one of the things
I like most is how close we are as teammates.
The broom maker acknowledged her interests and commitment to her craft, “I’m good at crafts.
… I needed a challenge. … I like to do things with my hands. … I designed a new style of
…brooms.”
The Village community of practice provided the baker with a medium to development in
her craft. The baker stated her devotion to developing her skills in the baking craft, “I loved to
bake. … I’m not really that much into history, but I love to bake! …I like being creative with my
baking and my recipes. I just like trying new things and seeing if people will like them.”
The milliner affirmed her intensive interests in historic reenactment and the Village
community of practice crafts:
I’ve been doing history a long time. … I was enchanted. I always loved other time
periods, so, I started learning the skills and crafts of that time period.
However, within this Village cohort, many personal matters arose between the time of
my first and second season in the field. During my fieldwork, the executive director dismissed the
baker. From informal conversation with him, he explained that several personnel issues arose
surrounding the baker and that he had to relieve her of her duties. Additionally, from the informal
conversation, he noted in passing that the chandler, broom maker, and milliner did not return. I
discovered inadvertently, through informal conversations with the crafts persons, that health and
family issues prevented the latter three craftswomen from returning to the Village.
Based on the legitimate peripheral participation paradigm (see Lave & Wenger, 1991), I
considered the remaining nine crafts persons as the core of the Village’s community of practice.
These crafts persons held the longest tenure within their craft fields, were professionally
experienced, and were viewed master craftsmen and craftswomen by others. Moreover, they
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qualified as having insider trajectory (see Wenger, 1998). All nine master crafts persons
considered learning as ongoing and championed life-long learning during the formal interviews.
Constant learning opportunities, in their respective craft fields, opened the possibilities of
renegotiating meanings and in turn, contributed to their learning and skill development within the
community of practice.
In sum, findings supported the premise (see Wenger, 1998) that the nearly all of the
Village crafts persons studied engaged in inbound and inside trajectory movements as they
developed their skills and community of practice membership from novice to experienced crafts
person to master level crafters located at the community of practice core. One crafts person
participated in the trajectories of periphery and boundary. No movements qualified for the
outbound trajectory. These phenomena processes indicated legitimate peripheral participation
occurring as the crafts persons learned and their respective skills developed over time at Old
Bedford Village.

Dualities, Data Patterns and Emerging Themes
Fundamental learning dualities arose within Old Bedford Village. Participation and
reification duality comprised the elements needed for the negotiation of meanings (Wenger,
1989). Drawing on my observational field data, Village crafts persons engaged in and practiced
their crafts, interpreted artifacts and events, and brought historic diction, concepts and ideas to
constructed reality within the historic environment by the use of their available tools, equipment,
and resources. Further, Wenger’s (1989) duality figure (see Chapter 2, p. 30) was applied to the
Old Bedford Village data. This adjusted figure illustrates Old Bedford Village’s participation and
reification duality (Figure 5-3). Crafts persons interacted and brought thought to reality to provide
learning opportunities for themselves, such as in skill development, and increase to their
knowledge by mentally working through problems and contributing to their gained experiences.
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Figure 5-3: Adaptation of Wenger’s (1989) figure illustrating Old Bedford Village’s participation
and reification duality.

They gave life to their community of practice from their devotion to their mission of promoting
education and historic preservation for themselves and others.
Drawing on study data and later examples provided in the theme sections, the designed
and emergent tensions contributed to learning and skill development by engaging the crafts
persons in situations requiring strategic planning and action to overcome and learn from their
experiences. Learning also resulted from the local and global duality tensions by having the crafts
persons engage in activities or alternative craft methods to satisfy external influences and
demands on their activities, crafts, and the market for their craft products. Identification and
negotiability tension duality was found at Old Bedford Village with respect to controlling certain
craft making and related activities, and further, instruction and learning opportunities by limiting
forces from administrative, state and federal government levels.
The context of Old Bedford Village allowed for an immersive experience in which crafts
persons engaged in craft making and social interactional networks that contributed to learning
processes and skill development. When analyzing the data further, data patterns emerged from
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attributes. Data patterns became building blocks that formed eight themes: 1) importance of crafts
and heritage preservation, 2) practice limitations, 3) reasons for craft learning, 4) learning as
informal and ongoing, 5) learning through overcoming, 6) developing skills, 7) Village crafts
persons as historical interpreters and teachers, through the craft heritage medium, and 8) a sense
of belonging to a community of practice.

Theme #1: Importance of Crafts and Heritage Preservation
At the beginning of each of the eight theme sections, I share noted attributes that gave form to
data patterns, which in turn, gave foundation to my study themes, to understand the analyzed data
and the findings. The theme of crafts and heritage preservation importance originated from a data
pattern that noted the struggles between the need of crafts and heritage preservation and the
crafts’ increasing evolution into new uses, new techniques, and methods. The attributes leading
toward the data pattern included: 1) preferences for preservation of traditional methods and
artifacts, 2) advancements of technology, and 3) economic costs.
The emergent theme’s underlying structure contained one of Wenger’s (1998) tensions
found within communities of practice: the duality of local and global processes. Such complexity
shaped the craft field based on contemporary demands for a modern, updated ‘look.’ The local
and global duality consisted of tension experienced by the crafts persons to (re-)produce original
designed crafts versus altered, modern designs. To some extent, local and global duality
influenced Old Bedford Village crafts persons’ learning and performed activities with the struggle
of mixing the traditional with the new. For instance, the stringed instrument maker commented:
The future is hard to tell. That is one of the reasons why we have Old Bedford Village…
to maintain and go on with this historic craft making and living history.
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The quilter spoke of her crafts of quilting and basket making and how they changed over the past
few decades:
I think [the crafts] will still go on. There is a lot more machine work done than there is
handwork. Some of it is beautiful. Some of it is very, very nice. It depends on whether
you are a traditionalist or whether you like it more modern. It depends on how much
time you have [to make the craft]. You can buy baskets so cheap that it won’t pay to
make them by hand. You aren’t going to get paid for the materials to make them [when
the selling price is so cheap].
The quilter indicated marketing pressures against the costs of the traditional methods. She
commented that people can go to the stores or on-line and purchase crafts, such as quilts or
baskets, cheaply compared to purchasing them from local crafts persons. She suggested crafts
persons found it difficult to compete with mass productions of big industry and cheap labor.
Village crafts persons used traditional techniques and methods, when possible, in making
their crafts. They, or the Village administration, purchased the raw or commercially prepared
materials for their crafts because of convenience, it proved economical, and of the limited supply
sources that produce the needed materials. The potter addressed the various fabrication methods:
A lot of times, people have their misconception about pottery that people think that a
treadle wheel or a kick wheel makes a difference in terms of pottery than what you can
do with an electric wheel. They think of having advantages in terms of production and
making a lot of things. They all center around the potter. The potter’s skills of how to
use that force does not differ from one wheel to another. It is still the same. And
that’s probably why that I don’t feel, here in Bedford, that I am cheating the public
out of a thing, because of a treadle wheel here. I can throw on a treadle wheel. I can
throw on a kick wheel (Figure 5-4). The results of the end product are very similar.
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Figure 5-4: Kick wheel in pottery shop.

The whitesmith repeated a similar sentiment regarding the importance of crafter skills over that of
modern convenience tools:
Some of the equipment is both older and newer for me to use to do my job. The more
modern equipment makes it easier to use. But, I still let everyone know how [tin
piercing] was done which is important [in teaching the craft].
Still some of the crafts persons (i.e., chandler and baker) used the newer tools due to restrictions
and regulations, such as the gas-powered versus the traditional wood burning equipment. The
chandler informed me that, “We use a gas-burning, heated vat instead of a wood or coal-burning
vat because of eliminating the ash disposal [issues].”
A limited number of produced Village crafts were designed with the public’s purchasing
preferences in mind. Acknowledging this tension, crafts persons deviated from the original
methods. An example of this local and global duality process featured the blacksmith as he
finished his metalwork with black spray paint instead of bees wax. He explained:
People like to see really dark black metal, so I use a lot of black spray paint. I like to use
bees wax, which is an original technique, but a lot of people don’t and they would rather
have it spray painted black.
The gunsmith spoke of the efficiency of purchasing gun barrels versus making them by hand:
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I use original designs and patterns for the rifles that I make. I do not make my own
barrels. I buy them because they are made of good quality. Much work is involved in
making a barrel from rolling a sheet of strong metal into a barrel-shape, to filing it, and
fitting it with sites.
Despite these global drifts, the Village crafts persons tended to practice with traditional tools and
methods. The stringed instrument maker reflected:
As much as we can, we keep the tools as authentic as they were; however, this is not
always possible. The tools can no longer be bought or made due to the tool and/or the
tool’s design lost through the passage of time.
In terms of educating the Village visitors, the storyteller noted:
We take one on these artifacts from the past and actually demonstrate the methodology
… the methodology used in order to operate the artifact, in the manner that it was
intended, that is very educational to the public.
Indeed, the broom maker invited me to spend the morning and a portion of the afternoon with her
in the broom shop as she fabricated a broom. She wanted me to document the art and science of
broom making (see Appendix D). A crowd of approximately 20 visitors filled her workshop as
she applied and demonstrated her knowledge. Methodically, using original machines and her
simple hand tools, she created a full size standard broom from the wood of a young poplar tree,
thin wire, wooden mallet, a few small nails, bunches of broomcorn, and trim fabric.
The crafts persons had a certain amount of freedom in deciding what to demonstrate and
preserve at Old Bedford Village based on their judgments of what ‘works’ or ‘fits’ best at the
living history museum. The administration held the final decision in the matter, in part, due to
state and federal regulations. Additionally, the administration based decisions on two other
factors: 1) the public’s average length of stays in the cabins and workshops and 2) the amount of
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money spent by the visitors on craft purchases. In sum, local and global duality exerted tensions
of retaining some of the traditional while incorporating new facets. The basket weaver spoke of
championing the traditional crafts:
I just make something that comes up in my mind. I like the two baskets that I made from
grapevines. I can’t believe [the public] wanted to buy them! They were rustic and oldlooking and that’s why [the buyers] were interested in them.
In all, Old Bedford Village crafts persons adhered to the importance of traditional crafts
and craft making along with heritage preservation, while incorporating a touch of the modern
flair. Local and global duality processes appeared to exist within the community of practice.

Theme #2: Practice Limitations
The Village crafts persons devotedly worked to keep the living history museum representative of
Bedford County’s traditional rural heritage. However, findings uncovered certain limitations to
the extent of craft practices. The data pattern indicated that there existed limiting barriers for a
reproduction of a holistic, functioning village. These limitations produced subtle tensions noted
by some of the crafts persons. Wenger (1998) identified such tensions as identification and
negotiability duality. Power and management of knowledge issues arose as to how much
information was shared and what restrictions applied with regard to the best interests of all.
Attributes forming the overall data pattern included: 1) falling short of providing complete
historic displays and demonstrations, 2) difficulty in finding qualified and specialized crafts
persons, and 3) adhering to state and federal regulations.
From my fieldwork, Old Bedford Village members attempted to display and exhibit a
variety of living history activities and artifacts. As the potter commented on a holistic level:
I believe [Old Bedford Village] captured the essence of the whole experiences. … It is
very rustic. It is very original.
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The broom maker, however, added an extra observation that indicated something incomplete:
We make every effort to exhibit what we do and … we have, of course, certain things
that we cannot reproduce, but we make every attempt to keep it period correct as we can.
The baker shared a similar quip, “Not everything is here that went on, like the giant kettles found
on farms when [the farmers] butchered.”
Curious about the broom maker and the baker’s comments, I approached the executive
director for further elaboration on the Village’s cultural artifacts, heritage preservation methods,
and displays and demonstrations. The executive director responded:
This may not be the answer that you would expect, but there are two levels to this
question: what would we like to preserve and what can we realistically preserve. And,
I think what we can realistically preserve takes precedence, because after all, have you
ever thought where you can find a blacksmith? Have you ever thought where you are
going to find a tinsmith? I mean these are crafts that died out years ago. So, I am very
much dependent on finding people who have the skill to be able to demonstrate the
craft. … So, when we look at these cultural heritage craftsmen around here, all these
historical sites, Old Bedford Village included, depend upon finding the individual who
has two qualities: one, people who can do the craft and two, describe it and talk to the
visitor.
The executive director went on to say that he and the Village staff and crafts persons had to
follow certain state and federal regulations regarding safety and health of everyone, including the
Village animals. For instance, Old Bedford Village did not have approval to demonstrate apple
cider and apple butter making due to these regulations. The same situations applied for animal
killing, butchering, and meat processing. State and federal regulations were more restrictive today
versus decades ago while attempting to reflect the present day social norms and values in the best
interests for all.
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Theme #3: Reasons for Craft Learning
For this study, the broad definition of Old Bedford Village crafts referred to historical
reenactments using the traditional trades and tasks as mediums to explain life in Southern
Alleghenies. This study further focused on seeking reasons for how and why crafts persons
learned and performed their individual, historically based crafts. In turn, each of the Old Bedford
Village crafts persons related their reasons for learning their crafts during my participation
observation sessions and interviews. The data pattern suggested a diverse set of reasons for craft
learning and engagement. Attributes included: 1) prior family involvement, 2) personal interests
and preferences for the craft, 3) keeping knowledge and history alive, 4) a means for educating
others, 5) satisfaction of creativity, and 6) legacy.
Some of the findings surprised me because their responses were not what I would have
predicted. For example, prior to the conducting this study, I assumed that the crafters would be all
from the Southern Alleghenies region and practiced their crafts because of their desire to continue
with family heritage skills. I found that the crafts persons’ reasons were not based on the status of
being indigenous members of Bedford County or the Southern Alleghenies region. Twelve crafts
persons migrated to the rural county.
Regarding family involvement with a craft, three crafts persons stated this factor as the
reason for learning their crafts. The stringed instrument maker explained that his family made
instruments for several generations:
My grandfather did this for a living and my mother and my father. So, I grew up in
a musical, instrument making family. My first musical instrument I made, I was 15.
It was an electric based guitar.
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Figure 5-5: Violins’ evolution, among other instruments, in the instrument maker’s shop.

The stringed instrument maker further shared that while he has been crafting all kinds of
instruments, such as violins, dulcimers, harps, guitars (Figure 5-5) and harps, he ventured fulltime into operating a small business not related to music. He summed that his first love remained
making musical instruments.
Another one of the three crafts persons who had family ties to their crafts was the
blacksmith. The Village blacksmith shared his reasons for learning his craft as part personal
curiosity, part interest, and part wanting to carry on in a field similar to his forefathers:
My dad’s a steel worker. His dad was a steel worker. His dad’s dad was a steel worker
in Italy, which leads me to believe that, my ancestors were probably blacksmiths at
one point. I kind of grew up with many types of metal working. My mom’s father was a
welder and a sheet-worker and when he got into farming … my family are farmers, we
repaired tractors and we made different things for attachments and stuff like that. So, I
am doing my undergrad degree. … I had an opportunity to do an internship and they
needed someone to be an interpreter in some of the buildings and two of the buildings
included a blacksmith shop and a barn. And, since I was raised on a farm, I knew about
it, and so they had me do that and I kind of got into the blacksmithing by telling these
people over and over just the different types of techniques and things the blacksmith
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would use and I wanted to try it myself. So, I started going in and lighting the fire once in
a while and that kind of got me more interested and I see what I could do for the
reenactor community and that gave me a lot of drive to do this.
The baker shared:
Well, I started baking probably when I was eight with my grandmother. I just love it!
I just do it!
The chandler stated during her interview that she worked her craft out of necessity of needing a
job and income and that she admired crafts persons.
With the exceptions of these four noted crafts persons, the remaining 13 Village crafts
persons performed and practiced their craft because of personal interests. They learned their crafts
while they were young growing up or during their early adult years. The storyteller concluded,
“No. Strangely, I do not follow any of my family traditions from either my parents or my
grandparents.” The woodcarver explained his passion of carving figurines (Figure 5-6) compared
to his family members:
I always wanted to [carve]. I just had a desire in my veins to create miniatures. I can’t
understand it. Nobody else does neither, but I always loved wood. There was no one in
my family that ever done it. They were all mechanics and seamstresses. I was seven years
old when I started.

Figure 5-6: Animal figures in the early carving stages in woodcarver’s wood shop.
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The milliner contributed her crafts interests from what she described as enthralling college
experiences that guided the path for her life:
It started in 1989. I was attending [a western] university and my professor took on the
role of an historical figure. One day he took on the role of Christopher Columbus. He
would talk to us as Christopher Columbus and all of this Country’s founding fathers
and all of the significant people up to the Civil War. … and, that same year, I tried out
for a part in an historical play placed in the mid-1880s, and got the role.
Two major data patterns additionally emerged from my participant observation and
interview sessions with the Village crafts persons in terms of contributing toward the theme for
their reasons of craft making. The first pattern arose from 14 crafts persons who expressed a
concern regarding knowledge of traditional methods and heritage aspects being lost to the passing
of time. The second pattern was one of a doom’s day fear that three crafts persons voiced directly.
They urged the need to maintain traditional knowledge, methods, and tools and equipment used
from the earlier American time periods. For instance, the quilter warned:
It might be a good idea if you need to know how to do some of the things the old
fashioned way. If worse comes to worse, you have some idea of what to do.
The broom maker affirmed similar thoughts:
If the country continues to go in the way that it is going, the crafts that all of us in here
are making are going to continue and the nation’s going to fall apart and those of us can
can do what we do here are going to survive and I firmly believe that!
A seemingly stern, teacher personality of the milliner emerged as she lectured:
Well, I can think of a lot of things because without a knowledge of the past, you are
doomed to relive some of the mistakes of the past. I feel that we don’t teach enough
history in school. I also feel that societies, in general, do not tend to be maintained.
We have no reason to believe that our standard of living in our society is going to be
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maintained for another hundred years. The people don’t know how to do what used
to be done, so they fall victim to the future.
While the milliner gave indication to the thoughts of knowledge lost for society, the broom maker
spoke of knowledge lost for one’s self:
[It is important to possess] the ability to rely on yourself as opposed to someone else,
even if it is something as simple as broom making. If you do not have knowledge, then
you’re lost.
The blacksmith laughed as he light-heartedly remarked:
It is funny! People come in all of the time and say that, ‘You’re prepared. You can do all
of this work. You think that it is important if something happens. And by ‘something
happens,’ they mean us reverting back to the older ways, which probably wouldn’t be
such a bad thing. But what I think is most important is remembrance. It is important to
remember how you got to where you are today. And, if you don’t you’ll just repeat
yourself over and over if you don’t and I think it is important for people to see where
things came from and how technology progressed and how, just in case, people may
need to know about this someday. Who knows?
The blacksmith concluded, “Our society will not be the society that made this country.” History
will be lost should Village crafts end. The potter believed that creativity and the freedom of
choice would be lost with the end of such crafts:
It’s the creative aspect of one’s choice because when you create you establish choice to
create. If we are part of society that frowns upon the creativity of an individual, it would
be scary for a lot of things. We become very complacent to become just like someone
else. People are given specific tasks. It’s the free spirit and the freedom to pour your
talents into what I think is great about this country and also what we as individuals do.
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The whitesmith drew upon the loss of experience if crafts should end. “I think it’s
important that we have Old Bedford Village and places like this where [the public] can come and
have experiences of being able to tin pierce,” the whitesmith commented.
Lost appreciation of the past, along with the practitioners and traditional crafts, would
result if the craft making processes end. This possibility rallied the crafters to keep historic
heritage alive. According to the chandler, modern electricity, to illuminate a room, still gave way
to candles when the power goes off:
I think that it is important because children can learn what it was like to appreciate
walking into a room and turning on a light switch. [Our] colonial ancestors had to have
candles to see by. They could not just walk into a room and turn a light switch on.
The storyteller stated:
It is essential … to remain very much flesh and blood in terms of an appreciation of Old
Bedford Village. Flesh and blood will be able to assist the visitor and be able to at least
make an attempt at answering the question.
The quilter reflected on her memories:
I think that it is worthwhile for people to know what your ancestors did. The things that
are useful for today … are the things you will keep on doing. Even though, things aren’t
used today, at least, you know how things were done. And, it gives them an appreciation
of what people did with having less.
Similarly, the weaver commented on the concept of appreciation of knowledge:
If we don’t go back and remember how things used to be done, then we don’t appreciate
what we have today. We need to light that spark of interest so people know how and
remember how things were done. It is important to keep history alive.
The gunsmith indicated the importance of creativity through one’s hands (Figures 5-7 and 5-8):
The ability to use your hands will be lost. The ability to make these carvings will be
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gone. The ability to use your hands to make these crafts will be gone.

Figure 5-7: Gunsmith carving a design pattern into the rifle part.

Figure 5-8: Gunsmith carved initials EB into the metal portion of the evolving rifle.

The cooper noted satisfaction of working with one’s hands and craft creativity (Figures 5-9 and
5-10):
It is very satisfying. When you make a bucket and you put water in it and it holds
water. It is very satisfying! … I like working with wood. It is challenging because
of the need for accuracy and the use of hand tools. You get a good job from hand
tools versus electric tools. Electric tools work faster. When you use hand tools, I
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think that you can do a better job in quality of a product.

Figure 5-9: Cooper carving a wooden slat for a wooden pail.

Figure 5-10: Cooper demonstrating how wooden slats fit together.

The quilter stated satisfaction with her craft (Figure 5-11):
I like putting the colors together and sewing, what you can do, especially with appliqué,
when you are creating a picture. That amazes me. That is fun. And learning to look at it,
and saying, ‘Hey! I did this!’ and [quilts] are useful. I find it relaxing.
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Figure 5-11: Quilt pieced and stitched by the Village quilter.

Hand-crafted items gave the tailor satisfaction as well:
I like making things. I like making costumes and I like to stand back and look at
something and see something. ‘This is what I did!’ I see that! I produced something!
While 15 crafts persons shared that they liked creativity and the pleasure of working with
their hands to fabricate their crafts, another factor ran deeper. The fabricated crafts, themselves,
became artifacts, which were, in turn, viewed by the crafts person’s as their legacies. Crafts
persons preserved history through the medium of their works. The potter expressed thoughts on
legacy:
I think I get a lot of charge out of the impact that it puts on people because when people
participate, they like to watch, especially little kids, as they watch the clay spinning on a
wheel and transforming into a regular shape. I enjoy that. I enjoy the people. Some
people have that appreciation towards what you do and knowing that it’s knowing that is
very exclusive one of a kind … the skill … I think the number one reason is pottery, to
me, is an expression of dialogue. Years from now … 200 years from now, my work
(Figure 5-12) will be out there still in somebody’s collection and it is one of those
timeless things we all feel, that we all as human beings need to leave behind something of
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our existence.

Figure 5-12: Sampling of potter’s collection on display in his shop.

The cooper explained his position, “I wanted to find a place where I could demonstrate
coopering and show it to the rest of the world because there are not very many people that know
the craft making process.”
The gunsmith stated, “I liked the idea of saving culture and history and I like craft
making.”
The quilter also promoted culture and history:
My husband actually started here first and then, I have always done quilting and
basket making and things like that, so I just decided to come along with him to do it.
We always been interested in history. History has always been one of our big things.
The basket weaver summed the common reasons for the crafts persons coming to Old
Bedford Village and their craft making, “My interests were based on an appreciation of cultural
and historical heritage and craft making.”
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Theme #4: Learning as Informal and Ongoing
Another data pattern suggested that learning methods varied. Attributes indicated Old Bedford
Village crafts persons learned their crafts informally from others and from their own self-learning
methods, including experiential hands-on, trial and error practices in an ongoing basis. The latter
indicated the situated learning concept. In addition to the ‘I learned on my own’ responses, the
following crafts persons provided additional insight to their background and experiences. The
stringed instrument maker recalled:
My family taught me the basics. I decided to do that. When you grow up in a musical
family, then you pick up these things from observation and being called on to help
in the shop and learn by working on parts of the instrument.
The Village tailor’s learning involved a mix of formal, informal, and on his own
experiences. He could not specifically identify any one particular learning method. He drew from
several learning processes as he related:
I guess that I picked up reenacting from different people over the years. Regarding me
interpreting history to the public, the person who taught me and was most influential
was Roy Underhill. He was an historical woodworker at Colonial Williamsburg. He
came and he did a seminar on historical interpretation. … He taught me not to perform
wood work, but to engage the public into asking questions. He taught how to get the
public interested in what we were doing as opposed to be bored and misbehaving. I
found this latter useful with kids.
Other responses suggested that learning processes endured throughout one’s lifetime. For
example, the baker admitted, “My grandmother taught me when I was little. I don’t know
everything there is about baking.”
The blacksmith echoed:
It will take a lifetime to learn everything that could be learned in the blacksmithing trade.
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I learn something new every day. Every time I make something new, I learn a new
technique. So, it is an ongoing learning experience.
Learning processes, as a part of one’s life longevity, became a recurring response during the
interviews. The potter advised:
I always tell people that you never get done learning. Everybody in the pottery industry,
I feel personally, are their own benchmarks and you advance to the next benchmark. It
is a progressing skill that you fine tune it, the experience, and even after 27 years of
playing with clay, I’m still moving along with it.
The following crafts persons addressed learning as ‘building upon experience.’ For instance, the
tailor shared:
I am always learning new things about [historic clothing and clothes making. I learn from
my mistakes. There is always something new to learn.
The storyteller related his ongoing experiences as tour guide:
I am not going to speak to a group of academics the way that I am going to speak to a
group of six-year old children. So, you have to deliver or dumb-it-down according to
the group. The bottom line is this… Old Bedford Village is first and foremost a
tourist destination. Secondly, it is a historic site. History can be a hard sell, so one has
to ensure that you are entertaining people that you are talking to so that they have an
enjoyable experience when they come to Old Bedford Village. … This has taken
several years to redefine and develop. In fact, it took me a number of years just to
identify the difference between groups. So, in that sort of respect, I think that I am
ongoing in learning to be a tour guide to give people a true immersion experience
when they come to Old Bedford Village.
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The whitesmith stated, “Oh, I wouldn’t say that I’ve learned it yet. I’m in the ‘process of.’
Learning is an ongoing process.” Further, a blunt approach to explain learning processes
originated from the woodcarver:
I’m still learning it. There is something new to learn about [carving wood] every day.
There is so many different phases of it. You get intrigued by the work that other
people done, that you get fired up and continue to learn. When I quit learning, they
can throw dirt over me.
To summarize this theme, 15 crafts persons viewed learning as an ongoing process. Regarding the
craft, when the crafts persons reached one level of ability, they moved onto the next level of
expertise. The data further suggested the crafts persons improved their skill levels and enhanced
their knowledge from experiences.
At this point, a word must be said regarding the matter of tool, machine, and resource
procurement to complete the holistic picture of Village crafts. Simply, how can one learn crafts
without the needed equipment to produce the craft item? During my fieldwork, I discovered the
answers for such procurement as complex at best and at times, vague. The large pieces of
machinery and tools belonged to the Village. Over the years, staff acquired such artifacts from
donations or purchases from sellers. Record of ownership for most of the Village pieces was lost
in the structure fire that destroyed many historic Old Bedford Village documents. Some examples
of Village owned machinery, for craft making, included:
1) pottery wheels (Figure 5-13) and kiln,
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Figure 5-13: Potter displaying finished water vessel on treadle wheel.

2) the counter balance arm to make mass amounts of candles, wick apparatus, and wax-melting
vat (Figure 5-14),

Figure 5-14: Counter balance arm, wick apparatus with candles, and wax-melting vat.
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3) quilting frames (Figure 5-15),

Figure 5-15: Quilter quilting with needle and thread at quilt frames.

4) blacksmith tools, vat for water, coal oven and coal (Figure 5-16),

Figure 5-16: Variety of original tools found in a common blacksmith shop.
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5) metal cutters and benders in the whitesmith shop (Figure 5-17) and tin piercings (Figure 5-18),

Figure 5-17: Metal bender in whitesmith shop pressing a candleholder.

Figure 5-18: Finished candleholder with samples of tin piercings.
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6) all of the broom making equipment (also see Appendix D) and broomcorn (Figures 5-19 and
5-20),

Figure 5-19: Prepared bundles of broomcorn.

Figure 5-20: Broom taking shape in vice.
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7) all spinning wheels, weaving looms, and wool and flax (Figure 5-21),

Figure 5-21: Weaver spinning flax on spinning wheel.

8) wood saws and sanders, 9) pastry bake ovens (Figure 5-22), cookie cutters and baking needs,

Figure 5-22: Look inside the Village’s bakery oven.
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10) basket making supplies, 11) larger tools and machines found in the cooper shop, and 12)
wood supply for the crafts and for fuel in the fireplaces.
The crafts persons often supplied their own smaller tools, equipment and materials. For
instance, the potter owned some of his smaller, specialized hand tools and clay (Figure 5-23) for
his wares.

Figure 5-23: Potter’s personal supply of raw clay.

The basket weaver brought into work her small hand tools because she felt that they were
customized for the traditional basket weaving work. The broom maker used some of her hand
tools from her home supply as well as hand-picked wood, often bark stripped young poplar trees,
for the broom handles. She also brought into the Village shop her own supply of trimming fabric
to cover the tops of the broomcorn and wire wrapping around the corn (Figure 5-24).
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Figure 5-24: Broom maker attaching trim to a broom.

The whitesmith brought into work and donated to the Village patterns for use various tin
piercings for children’s projects (Figure 5-25).

Figure 5-25: Selection of children’s patterns for a tin piercing craft.

The woodcarver brought his own hand tools (Figure 5-26) of which he purchased at wood shops,
specialty stores, and from catalogs.
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Figure 5-26: Woodcarver’s personal hand tools and a carved wooden scoop.

The gunsmith claimed to make most all of his hand tools to address the unique practices and
phases of gun fabrication, assembly, and completion. He shared that he kept most of his larger
machinery and equipment at his home shop. The cooper owned most all of his hand tools (Figure
5-27).

Figure 5-27: Inside cooper’s shop and some of his carving tools.

The quilter donated her scrap fabric and sewing supplies. The tailor owned all of his
sewing supplies, patterns, and materials. The stringed instrument maker owned all of his
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materials, machinery and tools (Figure 5-28). Further, he related that he kept the bulk of his
equipment in his home shop because some of the machinery and tools could not be easily
purchased, and were becoming hard to find and expensive.

Figure 5-28: Stringed instrument maker carving the wooden neck of a soon-to-be violin.

The milliner brought to her Village shop her own hand tools, equipment, and supplies.
In sum, based on my observations and interviews, the Village crafts persons tended to
personally own their smaller hand tools. Crafts persons generally purchased the needed items in
specialty stores, supply shops, catalogs or online. A few, as noted, owned either expensive and/or
rare tools, hand tools, and related equipment and also designed and created unique, specialty tools
themselves to meet the needs of their craft.

Theme #5: Learning Through Overcoming
At times, the crafts persons found themselves in a dilemma. Sometimes, something unexpected
occurred during the crafts’ fabrication processes. The data pattern indicated that crafts person had
to decide how to proceed when a dilemma arose. These moments reflected what Wenger (1998)
called designed and emergent duality. When analyzing my observations and interview data,
attributes included aspects of Old Bedford Village crafts persons learning from their mistakes,
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unexpected occurrences, and planned and unplanned experiences. Additionally, they often
reworked their craft items when errors occurred. Seldom did they waste or discard their raw
materials and resources. The basket weaver promoted experience by claiming, “Experience helps
to fix any odd or misshapes in the basket or in the basket corners.”
The crafts persons championed experiences as factors in the learning processes. The
tailor shared his view of learning:
You learn as you do it. You can’t pick up something new one day and know everything
there is to know about it. As you work with something, you improve upon it and get
better at it.
The cooper noted the quality of his work (Figure 5-29):
I keep working at a wooden piece until I get it right. I’ve never thrown any project out
that had a problem or mistake. I’ve changed it. Like if the bucket turns out not to be
tight to hold water, we would use it to hold dry goods.

Figure 5-29: Cooper examining a nearly finished bucket.

The woodcarver explained his approach to errors:
The most important object in a woodcarver’s shop is the huge scrap barrel. Sometimes
you can see how a piece can be glued back together after it was finished. I take waste
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pieces and use them to create or fix an error in a carving.
The stringed instrument maker concluded:
It is a learning process. You learn from your mistakes. It is a lot of research. If you do it
wrong the first time, you do it over. The saying is ‘practice makes perfect.’ That is
what you need to do.

Theme #6: Developing Skills
Another data pattern suggested a theme of developing crafts persons skills, from the
participation and reification duality of the negotiation of meaning perspective: 1) participation,
specifically, the crafts person’s engagement in activities and 2) reification processes that included
use of tools, language, talents and skills, and any other related abstract made into form, such as
ideas drawn onto paper. The attributes included: 1) expanded interests, 2) improved methods in
terms of craft making processes over time, 3) increasing abilities to better teach others, and 4) the
desires for personal and professional development.
The crafts persons increased learning through skill development during the craft making
processes. Their own individual, and more proficient levels of skills and talents, increased with
the passing of time. Methods of craft making and teaching skills became honed. These processes
developed skills from participation and brought reification to life by indicating skill development
through tools, methods, and related resources. These processes further contributed to a person
who actively contemplated meanings and reasons through issues. The cycle of learning developed
an individual’s skill levels. The potter likened this phenomena to a ladder:
There are so many degrees and skill levels out there, that it is like a progressive skill ...
a progression like a ladder. You go up one wrung at a time.
The stringed instrument maker advised:
You want to expand your interests. I am looking for new challenges all of the time.
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The Village crafts persons constantly improved themselves and their methods of practice.
Crafts persons discussed: 1) their craft performance, 2) personal and professional development
over time, 3) noted improvements based on learned experiences, and 4) their perceived identities
through and from their skills within Old Bedford Village. Over time, nine crafts persons stated
they: 1) worked faster in terms of craft fabrication, 2) were more proficient and constantly
improving their methods, and 3) were able to work with more varied selections of raw materials
now than compared to when they first began their practices. The potter shared:
I actually have developed short cuts where my skill level has gotten better. I can throw
faster which is more product than what I started with and the least amount of time you
spend with a ball of clay is better, because too much water on the clay on the pottery
wheel actually damages the clay.
The potter suggested, based on his experiences of what to do and what not to do, he learned how
to become faster, efficient with his hands molding and shaping the clay, and successfully
developed a knowledge base, containing these facts to share with others. These skills led him to
become a more confident professional potter.
The gunsmith conferred a similar perspective:
Well, I pretty much try to get a method and after a while, you see if you can improve on
that method. And, you improve that method again. And, after a while it becomes a lot
easier.
Five crafts persons indicated skill development and professional growth when they shared and
gave examples of their evolving confidence levels. The basket weaver commented:
With a lot more confidence, I can work with a lot of different materials now. The
baskets look much better now compared to my first baskets.
The cooper shared his growth experiences:
I am a lot more comfortable with my skills. I am more confident with [the craft]. I know a
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lot more. When people ask questions, I am able to field more and more of their questions.
The storyteller explained his experiences as he developed identity and professional abilities:
Well, first of all, I think now I have much more confidence than I did. I think that
most interpreters at Old Bedford Village, when they start out, I included here, are
nervous. I think that they feel that they will deliver their little soliloquy, only to be
questioned by somebody a little more knowledgeable than they feel that may lead
to embarrassment on a personal level and they may feel that they are letting the site
down at Old Bedford Village. So, I think that is one of the problems that I had a
fear of being quizzed or questioned. Now, I am much more comfortable because I
only talk about what I know.
Overall, there tended to be a progression of skill development through participation and
reification duality indicators such as increased personal and professional confidence of who they
were and in terms of use of tools, language, and craft methods. These aspects increased the crafts
persons’ knowledge bases as the gunsmith reflected:
When you use or make tools, you have to get that tool to do what you need to make it do.
I would like to think I’ve come a long way by making that tool for the work. It is up to
you to make that tool do the work. Many of my tools are handmade tools. I make most
of my own tools. You have to have an understanding and know how to work the metal.
In light of the perspectives expressed by Old Bedford Village crafts persons, they
appeared to develop their skills through negotiation of meaning by the participation and
reification duality across the passage of time. These progression levels equated to the crafts
persons’ learning processes and even to the skill of teaching others.
In terms of designed and emergent duality tensions, regarding interacting with visitors, I
asked crafts persons how they handled strange or odd questions posed by visitors given their roles
and positions within Old Bedford Village. Seven crafts persons referred to social politeness if
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they did not know an answer. When I asked the storyteller, he responded that he left an avenue
open for learning and while remaining socially polite:
If a child would ask mistakenly if I was a pirate when I am wearing my colonial attire
with my tri-corner hat, I would politely respond, ‘No,’ and explain the similarities and
differences of the clothing worn by the colonial men and the sea-faring pirates. This
enhances their learning by responding in a graceful fashion.
The stringed instrument maker employed a similar method with his visitors:
I just correct people and most people are fine with it. It is something that you have to get
used to and deal with. You don’t want to hurt people. You don’t want them to feel
inferior or bad. You tell and teach people in a way that they learn.
These data further indicated development of skills within the community of practice.

Theme #7: Teaching Through the Craft Heritage Medium
I think my role is to enlighten people … to take people back … to see things that they
haven’t seen since 200 years ago, everyday items … (posited the Village potter).
The potter continued:
What we are trying to do is to educate [the visitors] about this profession. They could
look at a finished product, but do not have the knowledge of how it was made … the
process. Here, they can see and understand that there is a process to it. I offer them a
virtual tour of the entire process of making pottery. I think that you have an obligation
to interpret history as a historic craftsperson for the people who come in here.
Central to Old Bedford Village crafts persons was their roles as good historical
interpreters and teachers, for cultural heritage preservation and for the professional and economic
survival of the community of practice. Old Bedford Village crafts persons brought crafts and
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history to life. Village crafts persons taught history through their practice of crafts. They offered
and gained learning through historic avenues and mediums. Their visitors came away not only
with gained knowledge, but some with purchased souvenir craft items.
Data suggested a theme emphasizing the importance of teaching through the craft
heritage medium. Attributes included the crafts persons teaching by providing brief lectures,
demonstrations, and when possible, in hands-on classes. Yet, their educational designs intended
for learning processes could not escape tensions posed by community of practice dualities.
Designed and emergent duality presented the crafts persons with the challenges of dealing with
and overcoming the unexpected in their roles. Local and global duality held tensions for the crafts
persons due to their desire to practice and teach traditional craft making methods while
experiencing external, modern pressures, from the market and economy. Crafts persons
interpreted and taught history through their craft mediums, such that visiting school students,
public members, and the tourists frequent the Village store and gift shop for souvenirs, thus
generating revenue. From one example, the basket weaver described herself as a craft interpreter,
teacher, and Village public sales representative:
I make baskets for demonstration and for sale. I prepare the children’s basket kits that
children and their parents can buy. I help with hands-on classes for school students. I
teach them wheat weaving. In the classes, I teach them to make six-inch wreaths with
nine stems of wheat and we tie it together with a ribbon or a bright piece of yarn.
An additional means to generate revenue was to promote craft items and note their
availability for sale in the Village store, the gift shop, and even in some of the crafts persons’ own
workshops. In one instance, the basket weaver told me the folklore of wheat wreaths (Figure 530) that she teaches to her students. She explained wheat wreaths represented good fortune,
health, and life and that many cultures around the world valued wheat for its life sustaining
properties. I, among other visitors on that particular day, purchased a wreath and a basket kit.
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Figure 5-30: Braided wheat wreath of nine stems and ribbon.

These examples not only indicated that the basket weaver acted as an interpreter and
teacher of craft heritage, she aided in the local economy of the Village and the surrounding
community economic development for sustainability and growth by promoting and selling her
craft productions. Crafts persons roles encompassed primarily teaching and learning within the
cultural heritage medium through instruction of history and craft activity. This enticement
potentially led visitors to return in the future to learn more about the past. In addition to the
admission fees collected, Old Bedford Village, courtesy of the crafts persons, provided souvenir
crafts to Village visitors to purchase as supplementary revenue. I inadvertently made these field
observations, first, when listening to children relate to crafts persons that they were in the Village
earlier in the year, on their school field trip, and wanted to return with their parents. Other tourists
claimed that they visited the Village in prior years or during their youth and wanted to return to
remember the sites and craft activities. Others stated to the crafts persons that they liked to
regularly come to the special events on an annual basis to learn about the past.
Crafts persons tended to compromise and/or comply with external forces while holding
fast, as much as they could, to traditional craft methods. Identification and negotiation duality
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gave the crafts persons tension in the struggle of engaging in, practicing, and teaching traditional
craft methods while balancing respect and compliance with power structures and their control of
knowledge management. The Village crafts persons sought to inform and educate students and
the visiting public, while abiding limitations placed on their crafts and methods due to powerbased decisions, and state and federal regulations. The historic reenactor commented to this
effect:
Things were different back in those days. People do not want to just listen to someone
crooning about what history was really like. They come here and see a reproduction of it.
When I asked him why he thought this to be important, he replied, “Because if we don’t do that,
people will not know what was realistic in terms of historic interpretation of the way life was
once lived.”
The weaver chided about reproducing life as it was and emphasized the reality of it:
There was men’s work and there was women’s work. They sometimes overlapped when
they needed help. Women would go out and help in the fields if they did not have boys
in the families. There were separate spheres and who was responsible for what. I try to
bring the whole picture together to describe domestic living. It was a hard life. People
sometimes think that earlier life styles as too romantic. I bring reality to their thinking.
Many crafts persons believed teaching through the craft heritage medium as being an
important phenomena in bringing alive and preserving history. The woodcarver reflected:
Sometimes we (i.e., the Village crafts persons) can learn from some of the people and
they can learn from us. There is a lot of indirect learning going. You can start talking
about something and end up talking about something else unrelated and you learn
something. [The wood carving craft] gives people a chance to see how it was done
in the past and how people would entertain themselves. Men and boys carving and
children playing with the wooden toys (Figure 5-31).
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Figure 5-31: Carved wooden toy figurines at Old Bedford Village.

The gunsmith championed teaching and learning in his shop:
I just had a person here who was interested in how to make the spring. I spent 45 minutes
explaining the process of making the spring. We first discussed how the barrel was made
from fashioned steel. Then, we talked about how the butt of the rifle was crafted from
wood. Then, I talked about how I would put the barrel into the piece of wood. He was
really interested in how to make a spring. So, I told him how to go about tempering and
hardening the metal. He was very knowledgeable about it. And, he left here with a
broader understanding.
Based on data, Old Bedford Village crafts persons appeared to act as pedagogical agents,
in terms of interpreters and teachers, bringing historic craft fabrications alive so that visitors leave
with learned experiences, knowledge, and for some, souvenirs. Mostly, the crafts persons wanted
visitors to depart with gained knowledge of American history, of earlier century lifestyles and
manners of dress, and of the various crafts and the craft making processes. Old Bedford Village
crafts persons constructed a “reality” of rural Bedford County heritage. The historic reenactor
succinctly addressed a goal of teaching within the Village atmosphere:
The most important thing for visitors to learn is the difference of what they see on
television and what actually happened in real life. I want people to understand what
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life was like back in those days and not what they think it was like.
The stringed instrument maker championed historic accuracy in his teaching:
Here at Old Bedford Village, we are portraying our craft like it was done 200 or 300
or 400 years ago. I try to show the public when they come through my shop … This
has to do with the materials that I am using and the tools that I am using.
The storyteller suggested:
I think that we are at an advantage at Old Bedford Village because when we are
performing our crafts, we are actually in an immersion experience in the Village.
The visitor is surrounded by log cabins surrounded by land of our ancestors (Figure
5-32). So, I think that we have a nice scene that has been set to put the visitor in a
receptive mood …

Figure 5-32: In the midst of Old Bedford Village cabins and pines.

Crafts persons wanted to get across to visitors an appreciation of the crafts, history, and
knowledge in their instructional methods. The cooper informed his visitors, through discussions
and demonstrations, the definition and role of a cooper, the craft and history of the field. He
shared:
Most people don’t even know what a cooper is and they don’t know that there were
coopers. So, the first thing is to let them know what a cooper does and show them some
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of the work and demonstrate some of the crafts involved.
The crafts persons generally taught by first providing a demonstration supplemented with
explanations of the fabrication processes and the historic purposes and functions of the object.
Then, where permissible, they asked students to take up the raw materials and perform a hands-on
fabrication activity. These activities involved the tensions generated from the identification and
negotiability duality in learning. The crafts person patiently pointed out what was occurring and
advised methods of solution to the student. The potter expounded his teaching methods:
One of the teaching techniques that I developed, after all of these years, is that I assist
on a person’s throwing the pot, not necessarily, watch me make the pot. I utilize their
hands with my hands’ pressure to move the clay around. I feel more successful in
teaching this craft by making [the students] feel the clay … what is happening through
their fingers.
I asked the potter where he obtained his new ideas and designs, due to the apparent local and
global duality tensions. He replied from historical references and/or pictures and sometimes, he
said that he got a little creative on his own (Figure 5-33):
I think that you have to keep growing. I think you pursue because you want to be
innovative if you want to be an innovator, in other words, a pioneer of your craft that
you manipulate some of the elements outside the pottery field to incorporate into
your own design.
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Figure 5-33: Potter’s unique, creative handle design for mugs.

From the data, the Village crafts persons gathered ideas and craft designs from literature, antiques
and/or old artifacts and at times, from the visitors, to enhance their teaching and learning
methods. Crafts persons balanced the local and global duality tensions while they taught students
and visiting public.

Theme #8: Sense of Belonging within the Community of Practice
Data suggested that Old Bedford Village crafts persons possessed a sense of belonging,
interaction, and engagement. These data expanded upon the Gemeinschaft characteristics noted
earlier in the literature chapter when I discussed the community of practice element of domain for
Old Bedford Village. Here, the data patterns contributed to a theme of belonging to a community
of practice. Attributes forming the data patterns included: 1) close connections with one another,
2) family atmosphere, 3) existing and creations of new social networks, 4) and engagement.
The woodcarver described his community of practice relations:
Well … Old Bedford Village is my second home. Now, perhaps not in the past, but now,
everyone here at Old Bedford Village is like family. We are very closely connected with
each other.
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The historic reenactor described his sense of community of practice through examples of social
networks:
My contributions [to Old Bedford Village] give me a sense of community engagement.
… I have come to know a lot more people around here than I normally would have. As
a result, I have been able to interact with the County [officials], more than I ever would
have before. … The responsibilities that I have enable me to meet a lot of school
teachers and students. So, I think that has helped to expand my contacts if you will.
The storyteller described his community of practice perspective:
I presently gain a sense of community engagement; however, that has not always been
the case. But, I think as the Village has begun to stabilize and gained more credibility
within the community. The more that I get out there to different meetings in the town or
indeed, the County of Bedford, the more I begin to learn and understand how the County
(i.e., the people) works as a servant of Bedford (i.e., governing body) as the leader. The
more I get out there to different personalities, I think that is not only that it is drawing
me in at a personal level, but it is drawing Old Bedford Village along with me. So, I
think Old Bedford Village does have a sense of community engagement. I think it also
has afforded me to immerse myself into community and County affairs.

Summary
Findings indicated Old Bedford Village crafts persons functioned as a community of
practice and therefore, supported the perception that the Village acted as a community of practice.
Community of practice gave the crafts persons a sense of belonging, relationship networking and
bonding due to their unique craft engagements and practices. Crafts persons shared a common
domain of interests. In a singular unified voice, the Village crafts persons championed the
conservation and preservation of rural Bedford County’s heritage for the sake of knowledge being
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passed onto the younger generations. Study data indicated the crafts persons valued their Village
community of practice relationships with one another and expressed enjoyment about their
membership. Promoting the craft practices proved a unifying factor among the crafts persons for
two major reasons: 1) to educate and construct knowledge bases and 2) to fulfill the educational
mission of the living history museum.
Regarding tools, equipment, and material resources, Old Bedford Village furnished the
larger tools and machinery. Typically, each of the crafts persons either made or purchased their
own specialty hand tools. The Village and the crafts persons purchased materials and raw
resources for craft fabrications. Making of one’s tools and a craft provided a personal satisfaction
and enrichment for Old Bedford Village crafts persons. These factors contributed to the crafts
person’s skills and the ongoing processes of learning.
Data suggested crafts persons viewed crafts making as a medium for teaching and
learning to keep traditional methods alive. The passion of keeping the past alive through the
medium of the Village’s community of practice was evident in each of the elements: domain,
community, and practice. Learning occurred formally, informally, and was an ongoing process
within the community of practice. Village crafts persons remarked that they never stopped
learning. Combined, these data indicated crafts persons learning and skill development.
Old Bedford Village contributed to situated learning, in a limited manner, and to the
pedagogy of crafts and of historic interpretation and teaching. From their living history roles,
crafts persons became students as well as teachers. Within the Village community of practice,
learning resulted from one another’s interactions and from visitors sharing their perspectives.
Crafts persons learned their crafts by either: 1) studying and/or working under others located both
on- and off-site, 2) watching others and trying the craft themselves, and/or 3) picking up raw
materials and tools and beginning the craft, by trial and error based on what knowledge they
gained from sources, including artisans, literature, or experiential. Each crafts person learned over
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time what tools, machines, and other resources were required for their craft.
They also learned and had their own distinctive teaching methods. Crafts persons sought
to impart some degree of their knowledge onto their visitors to promote interest in and learning of
history and craft practices as a means of cultural heritage preservation and tourism economics.
Old Bedford Village crafts persons practiced early American rural craft traditions. Some
added a slight flair of the contemporary to the original styles and methods for a unique design.
They cared about cultural and historical preservation and passing knowledge to others. Village
crafts persons negotiated meanings, learned and developed their craft skills and interpreted
knowledge to visitors.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Implications
Introduction
Within this final chapter, I considered my research findings and drew conclusions for this
study’s purpose and questions. I related this study’s findings to the literature discourse, including
the theoretical frame. Based on findings, I addressed the mixed support for previously noted
community of practice critiques. After, I presented implications on how this study contributed to
the theory of community of practice. I discussed some problems and benefits of the theory.
Theoretical understandings of such sites can also contribute to the field of education, specifically
informal adult education, and to future research. This study closed with an ethnographic account
discussing how the eight themes related to each other with major focus on ‘how’ and ‘why’ Old
Bedford Village crafts persons learned the crafts, methods, and traditions.

Linking Findings with Community of Practice Literature
Village crafts persons comprised a community of practice as defined by Wenger,
McDermott, and Snyder (2002) and Wenger (2007). The continual social interactions
strengthened the structural model of community of practice in three ways (Wenger, 2007). First,
the domain, consisting of shared interests in learning processes and skills, developed by input
from the crafts persons with respect to their commitment to the Village and their historic craft
fields. Second, the community of practice’s interactions bonded the crafts persons through
solidarity due to their common goals of promoting education, historic entertainment, and personal
relationships. Third, community of practice further developed through the ongoing practices of
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the crafts persons’ reenactments of rural American craft making and interpretations to explain
early American life in the Southern Alleghenies from 200 to 300 years ago.
Old Bedford Village crafts persons viewed themselves as living historic interpreters and
teachers who did not want the knowledge of traditional methods and cultural heritage lost with
the passing of time. At Old Bedford Village, crafts became a legacy for a way of life. The drawn
conclusion supported certain aspects of the situated learning literature (see Fenwick, 2000; Lave
& Wenger, 1991; Stein, 1998). Crafts persons taught and entertained their visitors, tourist groups,
and school students as their handcrafted works endure throughout time.
Crafts persons expressed a sense of belonging to the living history museum and a familytype relationship with one another. Based on literature (see Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder,
2002; Toennies, 1963), Gemeinschaft membership existed within Old Bedford Village’s
community of practice through: 1) the length of time the crafts persons interacted, 2) their
networking roles, and 3) the resulting personal bonds.
Conclusions can be made that the community of practice concept provided overall valid
theoretical framework that generated information on history, membership and participation, and
craft interpretations, instruction and learning. Field observations at Old Bedford Village tended to
confirm Lave and Wenger’s (1991) overall community of practice context, including negotiation
of meaning and learning dualities. Village crafts persons’ participated in their work to make
abstracts real, indicative of reification (see Wenger, 1998).
Wenger’s (1998) duality of participation and reification was important, because, drawing
on the findings, Old Bedford Village crafts persons considered demonstrating crafts as a
worthwhile and important activity for learning and contributed to development of their individual
skills. The crafts persons upheld these beliefs for two reasons: 1) the crafts represented a part of a
cherished early America culture and 2) they did not want these traditional crafts to end with the
passage of time. I concluded that Wenger’s (1998) fundamental learning dualities were worthy of
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consideration in studying communities of practice and indeed, in learning and educational
environments in general.
As I noted in Chapter 6, Findings, crafts persons claimed their skill levels developed
over time to become more proficient in their roles in their respective crafts fields. Based on the
findings, I concluded crafts persons actively engaged in learning processes. They whetted their
knowledge and skills with accumulated experiences. Over time, the Old Bedford Village crafts
persons evolved in respect to learning, skill development, and community membership (see
Wenger, 1998). These phenomena represented learning processes and skill development produced
at varying degrees of meaning negotiation consisting of participation and reification duality and
the dualities of designed and emerged, local and global, and identification and negotiability. In
conclusion, considering these elements in holistic fashion, this study supported literature’s overall
requirements of community of practice and most related concepts (see Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Wenger, 1998; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002).

Mixed Support for the Community of Practice Critiques
Study findings provided grounded responses to the three critiques of community of
practice. Engeström (2007) critiqued the notion of communities of practice existing in highly
organized institutions. Additionally, he did not recognize historical aspects of communities of
practice nor did he give possibility of communities of practice outsourcing and fragmenting of
work and those with significant financial impacts. My study findings held mixed support of
Engeström’s (2007) critiques.
According to archive data, Old Bedford Village was administratively organized. The
Village functioned under a clear hierarchical governing body that supervised employment
opportunities, production of traditional crafts, and tourism activities. Organizational hierarchy
included a board of directors at the top level, an executive director, administrative office staff and
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the crafts persons in the mid-level, followed by support volunteers, and work-program and workstudy staff.
Further, Old Bedford Village outsourced some of their work (e.g., purchases): 1)
prepared bulk raw materials like basket reed, 2) special materials like Ohio broomcorn, and 3)
steel rifle barrels) and still functioned as a community of practice. As the crafts persons explained
during interviews, they and/or the Village administrative staff placed orders for these products as
convenience for their work loads and because it proved economical. It was less expensive to
outsource the fabrication work compared to including the costs of the crafts persons’ time and
labor that would be involved in every phase of some craft making processes.
Additionally, study data revealed an ahistorical aspect of Old Bedford Village’s
community of practice. According to Engeström (2007), communities of practice are “historically
limited” (p. 42). “Putting decisive emphasis on the moment from periphery to the centre is a
foundationally conservative choice” (Engeström, 2007, p. 42). Old Bedford Village’s community
of practice fell into this historically limited condition. Old Bedford Village, Inc. was formally
founded in 1976; however, the time when the community of practice emerged from within the
living history museum’s organization remains impossible to determine. The overall history of the
community of practice within the Old Bedford Village context is abstract and thus supports
Engeström’s critique.
Regarding the second critique, Fuller et al. (2005) argued that learning processes
occurred anywhere regardless of the community of practice phenomenon. This study’s findings
lent support for Fuller et al.’s (2005) conclusions. Old Bedford Village crafts persons learned
within the Village community as well as away. Crafts persons exchanged ideas at their
professional clubs, guilds, and with friends and colleagues. They learned at other living historical
sites, libraries, and museums. They learned on their own individually by reading and
experimenting with new techniques in their homes and home workshops. This study’s findings
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suggested learning occurred everywhere not just within a community of practice.
Third, Smith (2003) suggested that communities of practice may be strongly influenced
by management, and not the members, in topics of what is to be learned, when, and how. My
study findings indicated that such a phenomenon may be occurring at the Village with some of
the newer crafts persons, but not so much among the veteran crafters. My interpretations of the
observed activities and interviews favored the administration’s philosophy of introducing newer
crafts persons to guidelines, policies, procedures and methods practiced at Old Bedford Village.
Veteran crafts persons appeared to have more freedom in learning and related aspects of their
crafts. On the other hand, veteran crafts persons already had orientations and knew what was and
was not permissible. This study’s findings implied the need of further research on this matter to
explore Smith’s (2003) critique for any consistent patterns.

Implications
Study implications hold significance for future research with community of practice
theory and the understanding of informal learning. Bringing to light, some problems for future
study need to be addressed. As noted in the prior critique section, community of practice was
described as ahistorical. While knowledge of exact times of origin exists for organizations and
thus, their historic records, the same cannot be said for a community of practice. Due to the nature
of the model’s community element, it proves impossible to trace the specific beginning of a
community of practice. Lave and Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998) did not account for the
centrality of history for application in the field. At best, Wenger (1998, p. 153) stated:
We recognize the history of a practice in the artifacts, actions, and language of the
community. We can make use of that history because we have been part of it and it is
now a part of us; we do this through a personal history of participation.
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This limited view of history does not take in account time and activities that led to the
creation of the community element of community of practice. The phenomena of communities of
practice did not always exist within those organizations currently containing them. Future
research could investigate how communities of practice develop within organizational structures.
Another implication brought to light was community of practice power relationships and
boundaries. Communities of practice, by definition, experience boundedness with regulations and
knowledge limitations. These can be interpreted as power controls. Future research could study
methods of power and boundary management to encourage wider practices and new avenues of
learning. What was once viewed as limited holds potential for learning and development.
Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) indicated the community of practice power and master
level experiences were found at the core. Communities of practice members at the periphery (i.e.,
boundary) hold new ideas and fresh insights. When managed and transversed, boundaries
between and among communities of practice can be zones of learning opportunities.
Interacting across practices focuses members to take a fresh look at their own
assumptions. … Something very creative can take place in the meeting of
perspectives at these boundaries when participants make a genuine effort to listen
to each other or to solve a common problem. (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002,
p. 153)
Future research would contribute to the understanding of how these boundary zones of learning
play roles in informal learning processes.
Closely related is the third implication regarding community of practice and informal
learning. Learning occurs outside of the community of practice situation and/or setting. As brief
review, the Old Bedford Village gunsmith practiced and demonstrated his individual craft on-site.
He learned to overcome mistakes and correct his errors in his work within his Village workshop.
He further shared during his interviews that the same gunsmithing activities occurred within his
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home workshop while he was alone outside of the Old Bedford Village community of practice.
Similarly claimed informal learning processes occurred with the stringed instrument maker, the
tailor, the blacksmith, the whitesmith, the quilter, the cooper, the woodcarver, the potter, and the
basket weaver. This study suggested an implication that communities of practice whet members’
interests in learning such that members continually seek knowledge elsewhere off location site.
Further, future research in communities of practice could investigate the members’ motivations
for obtaining additional formal and informal education outside the power and boundaries of
communities of practice.
This study holds implications for future research of informal learning in other
communities of practice in terms of identity development. For instance, studies can investigate
how the younger generations relate to the cultural, power structures and how these younger
individuals develop into their adult identities within communities of practice and in society.
Research could investigate if younger individuals informally learn, actively engage and train
under the work habits of a community of practice to provide themselves with a meaningful
identity as cultures and societies change and evolve. Having an identity plays a significant part in
what we are interested in, how we learn, and how we apply our knowledge into our work to
contribute to ongoing learning for others and ourselves. Learning is a process that develops the
individual and the work we do in shaping our communities of practice in society.

Ethnographic Attributes of the Study Themes: The Story at Old Bedford Village
Eight study themes emerged from analyzed data patterns: 1) importance of crafts and
heritage preservation, 2) practice limitations, 3) reasons for craft learning, 4) learning as informal
and ongoing, 5) learning through overcoming, 6) developing skills, 7) Village crafts persons as
historical interpreters and teachers through the craft heritage medium and 8) sense of belonging
within the community of practice. In the previous findings chapter, I discussed each distinct
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theme. Ethnographically, when combined, the themes told a story of interactions contributing to
the purpose and existence of a community of practice, learning, and skill development at Old
Bedford Village. In ethnographic fashion (see Fetterman, 1998; Harrison & Johnson, 2007;
Hufford, 1994; Kottak, 2000; Schaefer, 2008), the story spoke of crafts persons interacting in
such a manner that strengthened the community of practice model existing at the living history
museum. The interactional story began with the two themes: importance of crafts and heritage
preservation and practice limitations. Old Bedford Village crafts persons overall appeared to care
about traditional crafts and in preserving the rural Bedford County heritage of centuries ago.
Their empathetic methods included employment and use of their experiences, methods,
communications, and tools, from which they related historic information and narratives to one
another and to students and to the visiting public. Their shared commitment as Village crafts
persons contributed to and strengthened their community of practice domain.
The theme of belonging within the community of practice explained how the Village’s
crafts persons’ interactions contributed to relationships. The community element, based on
Gemeinschaft, formed the contextual environment (i.e., the social fabric of learning through
interactions and bonds). The crafts persons figuratively bonded with one another due to their
common, shared sense of wanting to promote knowledge of the past and their passion to continue
traditional craft practice. This shared commitment contributed to their sense of belonging to their
community of practice.
The study considered how the community of practice model elements of domain and of
community related with the third element: practice. The five remaining themes entailed practice.
The Village crafts persons contributed to the model element of practice through their framework
of sociocultural activities, including application and generation of learning. Practice related to
domain because of the crafts persons commitment to maintaining knowledge and rural traditions.
Further, practice related to community with regard for the need of context. The five themes (i.e.,
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craft learning, learning as informal and ongoing, learning through overcoming, crafts persons as
pedagogical agents via historic interpreters / teachers, and developing skills) promoted craft
practices by drawing on learning processes involving instruction and teaching. The practice
generated individual learning, craft production, and developed skills of the community members,
and teaching students and all other visitors passing through the Village. Drawing on the
community of practice theoretic framework, the Village craft practices, with epistemological
aspects, were socially based such that bonds among members occurred and the engaged activity
produced social and historic contexts. The social and historic contexts gave rise to meanings for
what we do and how we interpret meanings through learning processes and in the development of
our skills.
Craft learning occurred within the context of the Village. Learning was informal and
ongoing among the Village community of practice members. Crafts persons learned through
experiential, hands-on learning, trial and error, independently, drawing on their own research,
networking with others, and from others, including former teachers and craft masters. They
overcame mistakes through their problem solving methods. Crafts persons acted as interpreters
and teachers as results of their desires, roles, and positions within the living history museum.
Development of the crafts persons’ skills occurred as negotiations of meaning continually took
place due to ongoing participations and reifications with other crafts persons and potentially, with
all who visited. Additionally, the processes of learning and skill development indicated the
phenomena of trajectory movements of legitimate peripheral participation regarding the levels of
Village community of practice membership.
The story of community of practice at Old Bedford Village appeared enduring. The eight
study themes contributed to the concept of community of practice. Community of practice
emerged from the noted sociocultural and epistemological characteristics. Old Bedford Village’s
community of practice fulfilled its mission of providing educational opportunities. The crafts
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persons gained knowledge through learning methods, including their overall craft of historical
reenactments and interpretations. The crafts persons utilized traditional crafts making processes
as mediums to explain early American life, from 200 to 300 years ago, in the Southern
Alleghenies region.
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Appendix B

Interview Questions
Interview #1
1) Where are you originally from?
2) Did any of your parents or grandparents, or other relatives, friends, or others around you
practice this same craft?
3) What led you to start doing/making your craft?
a) About how old were you when you learned your craft?
4) How did you learn your craft? /or Who taught you?
5) How long did it take you to learn your craft?
6) For what reasons do you like performing your craft?
7) How many days per week do you work at your craft?
a) How many hours per day do you work at your craft?
b) (If the master crafts person has an apprentice) How many hours do you instruct/
observe/supervise the apprentice?
c) What instructional/learning methods do you use while instructing your apprentice?
8) Are you presently teaching anyone (i.e., an apprentice), your craft?
9) Where do you get any new ideas or designs for your craft?
10) Do you belong to a guild or a club?
11) What do you see as the future of your craft?
a) What do you see yourself doing with this craft in the future?
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12) If the craft is no longer carried out by our future generations of young people, what do you
think will be lost to society?
13) Which of the cultural artifacts/heritage methods do you, the master crafts person, still use?
a) Why?
b) Are there any methods of your craft, that you are aware of, but do not use?
c) Why not?
14) Why do you think that it is important to practice your craft?
15) How do you decide which cultural artifacts/heritage methods to preserve at the Old Bedford
Village?
16) How do you decide which cultural artifacts/heritage methods to demonstrate at the Old
Bedford Village?
a) If there were any disagreements on which artifacts and/or methods to demonstrate and
preserve, how was the issue resolved?
17) What were your original interests in coming to Old Bedford Village?
18) Do you think that you are contributing to Old Bedford Village?
a) Do your contributions give you a sense of community engagement?
19) What do you like most about working at Old Bedford Village?
20) Is there anything that you would wish to improve upon or upgrade or change at Old Bedford
Village?
21) What short-term and long-term visions do you see for Old Bedford Village?
a) What do you see Old Bedford Village’s status as five years from now?
b) What do you see Old Bedford Village’s status as thirty years from now?
22) Do you think that Old Bedford Village offers a good representation of traditional, rural
heritage in Bedford County and the Southern Alleghenies region of Pennsylvania?
c) Why or Why not?
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Interview #2 (Follow-up Interview)
Follow-up interviewing will be conducted on an as needed basis. Interviews will be conducted to
explain, clarify, or expand on questions from Interview #1 such as:
A) When you perform your particular craft, what do you think is most important for visitors
to learn?
What do you want to get across to people?
Why do you think it is important?
B) Think about when you first started your craft compared to now. How do you perform
your craft now compared to when you first began?
Were there any changes in your processes, methods, or techniques?
How do you overcome any problems, mistakes, or accidents?
How do you deal with or handle strange questions from the visitors?
How do you identify yourself within Old Bedford Village in terms of your role, character,
and position? Why?

Appendix C

NVivo 9 Sample Screen Shot

A print screen copy of the QSR International’s NVivo 9 program illustrating a sample of the Old
Bedford Village crafts persons’ qualitative data during analysis.

Appendix D

Processes of Handcrafting a Broom

Seated at an original schnitzelbank, the broom maker began the task of creating a broom. She
shaped fresh poplar tree wood by shaving the bumps and curves from the broomstick until
smooth. When satisfied, she placed the broomstick into a vice on the wrapping machine.
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Before she conducted any further work on the broomstick, she examined and selected bundles of
broomcorn. Upon selection of coarse and fine broomcorn bundles, she soaked them in a pail of
water to re-hydrate them slightly, so that the stem fibers were flexible to bend and shape without
breaking. Turning back to the broomstick, the broom maker took a small nail and mallet and
pounded the nail into the end of the broomstick. The nail acted as anchor for the wrapping wire.
The broom maker wrapped the end of the wire securely around the nail and then, the wrapping
process was ready to begin.
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The flexible wire was fed to the broomstick from a spool. As the broom maker added each of the
coarse bundles to the broomstick, she wrapped wire around the softened fibers to secure them
tightly in place. A foot-operated treadle lever rotated the broomstick during this procedure. Once
all of the coarse bundles were wrapped around the circumference of the broomstick, the broom
maker used a sharpened knife to trim the broomcorn tops for a neatly uniformed, finished
appearance.
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The broom maker next added the finer broomcorn bundles over the coarser bundles for an overall
attractive broom. As the broom took shape, the broom maker loosely tied a small cord around the
broomcorn to keep it from flaring while she continued to work on the assembly. Once enough of
the finer broomcorn covered the outer layer, the broom maker trimmed the tops with her knife
and fastened the wire with another nail. To enhance the broom’s appearance, the broom maker
hand-sewed fabric over the broomcorn tops and wire wrapping. She cut the extra fabric material,
trimmed, and tucked it in for a pleasing finish.
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The broom maker placed the broom into an upright vice stand to continue with the next stage of
fabrication, that of sewing the broomcorn. She began by basting the stems in long stitches. The
baste stitches acted as shape-holders prior to the use of the better quality sewing thread. The
broom maker proceeded to make uniformed-sized stitches in the broomcorn stems. At this point,
the broom flattened and was no longer round in shape. The broom maker sewed at least two to
three rows of stitches into her brooms to secure the broomcorn stems for durability and to
maintain the final shape.
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The broom maker next took the freshly sewn broom and placed it into the cutting machine.
Trimming of the broomcorn ends uniformly provided a neat finish. In the end, the broom maker
explained that the sign of a quality broom was one that stood balanced on the floor. The broom
maker demonstrated the quality of her finished craft in the photo below.
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